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ABSTRACT

Marina Parker, M. S., University of South Alabama, December 2022. System of Systems
Integration for Hyperspectral Imaging Microscopy. Chair of Committee: Silas, J,
Leavesley, Ph.D.
Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) has become a leading tool in the medical field due
to its capabilities for providing assessments of tissue pathology and separation of
fluorescence signals. Acquisition speeds have been slow due to the need to acquire signal
in many spectral bands and the light losses associated with technologies of spectral
filtering. Traditional methods resulted in limited signal strength which placed limitations
on time sensitive and photosensitive assays. For example, the distribution of cyclic
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) is largely undetermined because current microscope
technologies lack the combination of speed, resolution, and spectral ability to accurately
measure Forster resonance energy transfer (FRET).
The work presented in this dissertation assesses the feasibility of integrating
excitation-scanning hyperspectral imaging methods in widefield and confocal microscopy
as a potential solution to improving acquisition speeds without compromising sensitivity
and specificity. Our laboratory has previously proposed excitation-scanning approaches
to improve signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and showed that by using excitation-scanning,
most-to-all emitted light at each excitation wavelength band can be detected which in
turn, increases the SNR.
This dissertation describes development and early feasibility studies for two novel
prototype concepts as an alternative excitation-scanning HSI technology that may

xv

increase acquisition speeds without compromising sensitivity or specificity. To achieve
this, two new technologies for excitation-scanning HSI were conceptually designed:
- LED-based spectral illumination for widefield microscopy
- Supercontinuum-laser-based spectral illumination for spinning disk
confocal microscopy.
Next, design concepts were theoretically evaluated and optimized, leading to prototype
testing. To evaluate the performance of each concept, prototype systems were integrated
with other systems and subsystems, calibrated and feasibility assays were executed.
This dissertation is divided into three main sections: 1) early development
feasibility results of an excitation-scanning widefield system of systems prototype
utilizing LED-based HSI, 2) Excitation-scanning HSI and image analysis methods used
for endmember identification in fluorescence microscopy studies, and 3) early
development feasibility of an excitation-scanning confocal SoS prototype utilizing a
supercontinuum laser light source. Integration and testing results proved initial feasibility
of both LED-based and broadband-based SoSs. The LED-based light source was
successfully tested on a widefield microscope, while the broadband light source system
was successfully tested on a confocal microscope. Feasibility for the LED-based system
showed that further optical transmission optimization is needed to achieve high
acquisition rates without compromising sensitivity or specificity. Early feasibility study
results for the broadband-based system showed a successful proof of concept. Findings
presented in this dissertation are expected to impact the fields of cellular physiology,
medical sciences, and clinical diagnostics by providing the ability for high speed, high
sensitivity microscopic imaging with spectroscopic discrimination.

xvi

CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) technology has undergone a rapid development
from its beginning stages to today’s applications. HSI has proven to be of great utility for
many applications, including those in the medical field. As hardware optics and
technologies continue to advance, hyperspectral imaging and analysis methods will have
an even bigger impact on accurately diagnosing diseases.
HSI excitation scanning methods allow the reduction of acquisition times required
for a hyperspectral imaging stack while improving SNR characteristics of images
acquired. Reduced acquisition times benefit time dependent assays and reduce photo
bleaching artifacts1–4. Improved SNR provides higher signal strength to help detect and
quantify various fluorophores. Since excitation-scanning HSI implements the use of a
broad-band or long-pass emission filter in comparison to traditionally used narrow-band
emission filters, excitation-scanning systems can collect more light, resulting in increased
signal, improved SNR, and decreased acquisition times.
In this project, systems thinking and systems engineering tools were used for
conceptual design, systems integration, and testing and evaluations to develop a system
that provides improved sensitivity and higher SNR, as compared to current emission
scanning systems. The eventual successful development of these novel systems will
enable users to obtain simultaneous measurements of multiple cell-signaling molecules,
cellular anatomical structures, and indicators of cell physiology by providing excitationscanning HSI with rapid acquisition speeds. For purposes of this dissertation, sensitivity
1

was defined as the system’s ability to detect a target/signal of interest, while specificity
was defined as the system’s ability to identify the correct signal in the midst of other,
competing signals.

1.1 Research Goal
The overall goal of this research is to: determine the feasibility of an excitationscanning LED-based and Broadband-based light source Systems of Systems (SoSs)
for enhancing SNR limitations present in emission-scanning widefield and confocal
microscopy applications, by performing prototype development, integration, and
feasibility testing

To achieve the goal outlined above, the following objectives have been devised:
Objective 1. Test the feasibility for performing excitation-scanning hyperspectral
imaging using a novel LED-based spectral light source.
Objective 1.a. Perform conceptual design and theoretical optimization of a
geometric model for combining light output from many single-wavelength LED
illumination sources for implementation of rapid hyperspectral imaging
excitation-scanning.
Objective 1.b. Validate, and benchtop test optical properties of the finalized
model created in Objective 1.a by constructing a spectral light source prototype
and testing the system in a system of systems environment (denoted as
ExScHSIWM) by coupling it to an inverted epifluorescence widefield microscope
2

(TE2000-U, Nikon Instruments, Melville, NY) and using it to image multilabeled
cells.
Objective 1.c. Determine the effectiveness of spectral image analysis and
thresholding methods for excitation-scanning HSI image data to assess how
analysis methods and thresholding may improve understanding of quantitative
measurements influenced by limited SNR, and / or high cellular autofluorescence.
Objective 2. Test the feasibility of creating an excitation-scanning hyperspectral
imaging confocal microscope system of systems (Denoted as ExScHSICM) that
implements a supercontinuum laser as a broadband-based light source combined
with an acousto optic tunable filter and coupled to an Andor CSU-W1 spinning disk
confocal microscope.
Objective 2.a. Perform conceptual design to create an excitation-scanning
hyperspectral imaging confocal microscope system of systems configuration
prototype.
Objective 2.b. Construct a prototype and evaluate spectral identification and
discrimination capabilities through national institute of standards and technology
traceable labels, as well as multilabeled imaging.
The research described in this dissertation has been structured to meet the goal
and objectives listed above starting with a background and literature review (Chapter II)
of concepts and methods used to author the manuscripts appended in Chapters IV, V and
VI. Next, Chapter III addresses Objectives 1.a. and 1.b. by providing a high level model
based systems engineering (MBSE) view for the LED-based prototype, showing
3

stakeholders, system interfaces and boundaries, as well as high level logical and physical
architectural views. Chapter IV, addresses Objectives 1.a. and 1.b. by reporting on
concept design and optimization, prototype construction and benchtop feasibility testing
and performance results when compared to two commercially available emissionscanning and excitation-scanning systems. Chapter V addresses Objective 1.c. by
demonstrating the effectiveness of different spectral image analysis methods when
applied to excitation-scanning HSI image data of agonist-induced Ca 2+ responses in
human airway smooth muscle cells (HASMCs). Next, Chapter VI addresses Objectives
2.a. and 2.b. describes broad-band-based light source SoS prototype proof of concept and
early feasibility results and highlights the next steps needed towards development.
Chapters IV, V, and VI have been structured such that each chapter is a stand-alone body
of work suitable for publication. Hence, this dissertation is presented in a “dissertation by
portfolio formant.” Finally, Chapter VII presents an executive summary of Chapters IV –
VI along with future work recommendations.

4

CHAPTER II: BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE

Research efforts for this work required the merging of multidisciplinary field
concepts and methods. Therefore, this chapter is composed of background and literature
for the following topics: Systems Engineering, Hyperspectral Imaging, Spectroscopy and
Microscopy fields.

2.1 Systems Engineering Background
Systems Engineering is a methodical discipline used for the design, realization,
technical managements, operations and retirement of a system 5. A systems engineer must
view “the big picture” when assessing the technical aspects of a system. In the NASA
Systems Engineering handbook, systems engineering is described as a technique of
attaining stakeholder, functional, physical, and operational performance requirements in
the intended use environment over the planned life of a system. In other words, systems
engineering is a logical way of thinking that allows a safe and balanced design in the face
of opposing design constraints. Systems engineering processes allow the engineer to
identify and focus his or her efforts on optimizing the overall system without
compromising or favoring one system or subsystem at the expense of another. Moreover,
they have provided the engineering community with the necessary tools to implement a
holistic view over many integrative engineering disciplines to produce a well evaluated
and balanced system that is not dominated or overpowered by the viewpoint of a single
engineering discipline.
5

2.1.1 The Systems Engineering Process
The Systems Engineering Process is separated into three stages: system design,
product realization and technical management6. The system design stage is used to define
stakeholder outlook, generate technical requirements, and convert the technical
requirements into a design solution that will satisfy baseline stakeholder expectations.
The product realization processes are applied to each operational/mission product in the
system structure from the lowest level product up to high level integrated products. The
technical management process is an approach to build and develop project technical
plans, manage communication, assess progress and requirements for the system products,
to bring about technical execution of the project to completion, and to support the process
of decision making5–7.

2.2 Hyperspectral Imaging Background

2.2.1 HSI History
Hyperspectral imaging, also known as imaging spectrometry 8, combines two
modalities; imaging and spectroscopy. This combination allows for the creation of threedimensional data that contains many images of the same object or target, measured at
different wavelengths9. Hyperspectral imaging has been utilized in several areas
including archaeology, document authentication, precision agriculture, food quality and
safety, forensic medicine, and biomedical applications 8,10–15. Dating back to the 1950s,
hyperspectral imaging was developed for gathering of intelligence on the military
6

strength of the Soviet Union. This military need led to the CORONA program 16. It was a
reconnaissance system dependent on orbiting satellites. Other programs were
implemented shortly thereafter, such as the U-2 Aircraft Reconnaissance Program which
improved image quality at higher altitudes during reconnaissance missions 9.
After the original military applications, it was quickly discovered that a new
method was needed to improve aerial sensing of the Earth’s surface since only black and
white aerial photographs were available. In the early stages of hyperspectral imaging,
systems made a shift from airplanes to satellites. The change in platform required a shift
from analog to digital detection, allowing the possibility to display and analyze imagery
using computers. As remote sensing technology progressed, analyzing the Earth’s surface
simultaneously in several different segments of the electromagnetic spectrum was made
possible16, allowing one to view a target by looking at different images, where the
spectrum beyond what the human eye can see was now measurable. According to Goetz
et al.’s Imaging Spectrometry for Earth Remote Sensing, approximately 70 percent of the
land surface of the earth is covered with vegetation which is an indication of stress agents
of nongeological origin. Subtle features of the native vegetation such as variation in
species and community distribution patterns, alterations in phonologic cycles, and
changes in the physiology and morphology of individual specimens provide valuable
insight into the climatic, edaphic, geologic, and physiographic characteristics of an area.
These insights are important to the study of geobotany 16. Reflectance spectra of
vegetation gathered in the 0.4 – 2.5 µm wavelength region of the electromagnetic
spectrum, contain information on plant pigment, concentration, leaf cellular structure, and
7

leaf moisture content allowing the ability to discriminate and map plant species and
detection of their physiological condition, and state of health, based on the spectral
properties of the vegetated surface imaged16. This was a major shift in technology
because it allowed one to see effects taking place on the Earth’s surface that were not
detectable through observing an aerial photograph17.
Many programs emerged from the application of hyperspectral imaging, such as
the NASA Landsat missions. On July 23rd, 1972, ERTS-1 launched. ERTS-1 was the first
Earth Resources Technology Satellite18, which was specially devoted to the development
of practical applications of space data toward improved monitoring and managing of
Earth’s resources16,17 . ERTS-1 was NASA’s first Landsat mission, and its imagery
allowed for land classification, monitoring of sea ice conditions, coastal water quality and
water pollution, measuring snow line elevation and melting rate, as well as crop and soil
classification. Landsat’s Multispectral Scanner System (MSS) allowed collection of
information regarding mineral identification, and vegetation mapping. As described by
Goetz et al.16 optomechanical sensors (such as the MSS) scan discrete detector elements
across the earth’s surface that is perpendicular to the light path. The reflected solar
photons acquired from each pixel are then converted into a translatable electronic signal
for data collection and analysis.

2.2.2 Spectroscopy
One way to think of spectral imaging is by comparing it to a fingerprint
identifying a unique individual. In spectral imaging, each target has a unique fingerprint
8

referred to as spectral signature. Each target or material analyzed through HSI methods is
identified through its spectral signature11. Hyperspectral imaging may also allow one to
understand how light interacts with a desired target. It is an effective method to apply
when studying, identifying, or defining properties of that target 19.
Spectroscopy, the science of acquiring and explaining the spectral characteristics
of matter, studies how light interacts with a target20 based on various spectral signatures,
which is identified through the spectrum of the target 11. A spectrum is a distribution of
light intensities across different wavelengths, showing the amount of emitted, reflected,
or transmitted light. This is typically analyzed by looking at plots of intensity as a
function of wavelength21.
Reflectance spectroscopy is the study of reflected light. Measuring reflectance
spectra is a common imaging modality in hyperspectral imaging. To study the
wavelength-dependent intensity of light, an instrument called a spectrometer is used. A
spectrometer splits the incoming light into its prominent spectral peaks. A hyperspectral
camera is a specialized type of spectrometer called an imaging spectrometer. It can
measure thousands of pixels, which comprise an image of the acquired target. Within
each pixel of the image, a complete spectrum allows us to determine whether the target
present. Hyperspectral imaging data is often defined as three-dimensional data, called a
data cube.

9

2.2.3 Spectral Detection Technologies
Generally, analysis of imaging data is dependent on the intensity of each pixel of
the image taken. As described in Lu et al., hyperspectral imaging is a technology that
merges imaging and spectroscopy., HSI generates a three-dimensional (3D) dataset
containing spatial and spectral data (spectral hypercube), by collecting spectral
information at each pixel of a two-dimensional (2D) detector array 15,8. In addition, a 3D
data cube9 where each point in the cube represents a single spectral value and the spectral
image is described as I(x,y,λ) which can be viewed either as an image I(x,y) at each
wavelength (λ), or as a spectrum I(λ) at every pixel (x,y). Data from each pixel reflects a
measurement of the intensity at each wavelength. Shown below are various methods of
spectral imaging divided into four main methods 9,20,15. A summary of advantages and
disadvantages of each method is listed in Table 1. For more information on these
methods, please refer to Garini et al.9
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Table 1. Summary of Spectral Filtering Methods (FM).

Spatial-scan20

Wavelength-scan20

FMRef.

Description
Images are measured one wavelength at a
time.
May be implemented through circular
variable filters, set of filters, liquid crystal
variable filters or acousto-optic variable
filters.

Time-scan20

Disadvantages
− Hardware used dictates
the spectral resolution and
therefore no change to
resolutions is possible

−User may choose desired
exposure time for each
wavelength

This method requires the application of
multiple filters when only needing a small
number of filters. Once the chosen filters
are applied, unique wavelength(s) transfer
in each direction allowing the capture of a
full spectral image
Images are scanned along at least one axis
or in the case of a confocal microscope,
dispersive elements may be used for point
by point scanning
Implements gratings or prisms

Images are measured post implementation
of optical elements such as interferometer.

Compromise
Methods

Advantages
−The number of
wavelength images
attained is user dependent

Machines such as a confocal microscope
scan targets point by point using a
photomultiplier detector and light passes
through a prism or grating in the optical
path to the detector
Each image is a superposition of spectral
or spatial image information. Once the
acquisition is complete, spectral images
emerge from transformed data. The
spectrum at each pixel is calculated
through mathematical transformation such
as a Fourier transform.
Images FoV is limited, however, enables
high speed measurements.
Offers a limited spectral

Grating and Prism:
−Effective for linearly
moving target
measurements

Grating and Prism:
−A scanning mechanism is
required regardless of
being an essential part of
the optical system

Confocal Microscope:
−Targets consisting of
thick samples require
confocal microscopes

Confocal Microscope:
−Acquisition time
increases as the result of
smaller number of detector
elements
−Requires full spectrum
collection even when
assessing small numbers of
points along the spectral
range

−Intensity collected at a
wavelength throughout the
full duration of the
measurements
−Desired spectral
resolution is user
dependent through
adjusting the acquisition
parameters without the
need to change hardware

-Allow for simultaneous
measuring of the entire
spectral image

-Requires compromise on
the number of points in the
spectrum, the field of view
(FOV) or the special
resolution
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2.2.4 HSI Applications
2.2.4.1 Agriculture and Forestry.
Hyperspectral imaging sensors have been implemented in unmanned air vehicles
(UAVs) to study agriculture and forestry13,22,23. For the purposes of this section, I will
only discuss its applications; however, information regarding UAVs may be found in
Adão et al.22 Hyperspectral imaging methods were used to perform analyses on
vegetation indices (VI), resulting in determining numerous properties in the leaf area
index (LAI) as well as assessing biophysical, physiological, or biochemical crop
parameters. A study by Haboudane et al.13 utilized hyperspectral imaging to minimize the
effect of leaf chlorophyll content on the predicted LAI of crop canopy. Through this
study, assessments of the canopy LAI and its spatial distribution delivered a way to
improve the interpretation of data over vegetated areas as well as led to viable
information that may aid in the development of methods for ecosystem functioning and
ecosystem productivity. Additional agricultural studies included but are not limited to,
leaf carotenoid content estimation in vineyards, analysis of hydrological soil surface
characteristics in Mediterranean vineyards, water status of a lemon orchard and a study
demonstrating the relationship between steady state fluorescence and net photosynthesis
measured under natural light field conditions on leaved in a vineyard located in northern
Spain23,24.
Hyperspectral imaging in forestry applications was used to identify the presence
of bark beetle infestations on Norway’s spruce trees13. Similarly, a project by Saari et al.
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applied hyperspectral imaging to study agroforestry. The study resulted in the ability to
identify species, monitor crops, and estimate tree heights 23.
2.2.4.2 Food Quality Analysis.
A study performed by Lee et al.25, showed that current established methods
utilized for testing and analyzing bacteria-infected seeds, such as biological, serological,
and molecular tests, are not feasible due to the requirements of expensive equipment, the
time-consuming testing processes as well as the use of destructive testing methods. In this
study, Raman hyperspectral imaging was applied to detect watermelon seeds infected
with bacteria called Acidovorax citrulli –a Gram-negative, biotrophic bacterium that
causes seedling blight and bacterial fruit blotch (BFB) of cucurbits. The Raman method
analyses presented a substantial difference between healthy and infected seeds. The
results of the study proved possible to apply a non-destructive technique to detect
changes in watermelon seeds due to bacterial infection.
2.2.4.3 Remote Sensing and Imaging of Historical Documents.
As mentioned in the history of hyperspectral imaging, remote sensing of earth’s
surface was utilized for various applications such as vegetation mapping and mineral
identification16,17. Another application for hyperspectral remote sensing is the analysis
and authentications of documents. Evaluating the state of preservation of written
documents that have historical or cultural importance is significant for creating a feasible
method to assess and monitor the condition of historical documents and ensures their
conservation10,12. In Padoan et al., quantitative hyperspectral imaging (QHSI) is defined
as a non-destructive imaging technique that allows one to measure and document the
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optical characteristics at millions of object points simultaneously and with high
accuracy10. Similarly, in another study by Goltz et al.12, hyperspectral imaging was used
in assessing stains on historical documents. The application of hyperspectral imaging was
essential due to its non-destructive and non-contact capabilities. Both studies agreed that
for examining and authenticating optical changes of historical documents, hyperspectral
imaging is an excellent addition to the methods of non-destructive measurement
techniques that are currently available and applied.
2.2.4.4 Medicine.
Hyperspectral imaging has become increasingly used in the medical field due to
its deliverability of nearly real-time images of biomarker information 26. It delivers
assessments of tissue pathophysiology based on the spectral characteristics of different
tissue. Hyperspectral imaging methods have been applied to detect laryngeal disorders,
cancer, cardiac disease, assessment of Förster resonance energy transfer and many more
disciplines within the medical field.

2.2.5 HSI Applications to in Fluorescence Microscopy
A common objective in microscopy is discriminating parts of tissues, cells, and
organelles. Since tissues, cells and organelles are primarily made of water and they are
transparent, stains or contrast are needed to obtain biological information during imaging.
In addition, users generally want to image specific parts of the smaller structures inside
the cell such as the cell membrane. Therefore, the image must show contrast between the
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cell membrane and other parts of the cell. Fluorescence allows contrast and localization
of tissue or specific components, including labeled components (i.e., proteins).
Fluorescence is when a target emits light after absorbing it. Many things such as
minerals, deep sea fish, plants, and chemicals exhibit fluorescence. Fluorescent
molecules, known as fluorophores, are used to label samples. Fluorophores emit color in
nearly every color and in fluorescence microscopy samples are labeled with a fluorophore
and then excitation light is used to excite the sample which in turn emits light
(fluorescence). Localization of the fluorophores at the intended target of any part of the
cell, allows the user to obtain a clear image of the area of interest, and thus making
fluorescence microscopy a powerful tool for the study of life sciences.
Fluorescence is due to electrons moving freely around the active fluorophore and
releasing absorbed energy. Before they are excited, electrons are in their lowest energy
state known as S0. When a photon of energy hits an electron, the electron absorbs the
energy of the photon and jumps to a higher energy state known as S 1, S2, or S3. For the
photon to return to its ground state S0, it must release any additional energy. The energy
is released in the form of the emission of a photon. Since the energy of the photon is less
than the excitation energy, it will have a longer wavelength. Thus, emission light will
have longer wavelengths than excitation light and may appear as a different color 27.
2.2.5.1 Traditional, Emission, and Excitation Scanning Fluorescence Imaging.
In traditional fluorescence imaging, a fluorophore is illuminated at its excitation
wavelength and the image is collected at a narrow band around the emission peak. This
approach allows for a single wavelength illuminator to clearly detect a single emission
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peak. However, when applying an emission scanning approach, the fluorescence
emission is filtered at set increments across a broad wavelength range. This technique can
be performed by employing additional subsystems such as a tunable-filters. However, the
use of a narrowband tunable filter results in low detection of the fluorescence signal at
any given wavelength band. Therefore, to improve low signal, acquisition times are often
increased. This technique is often only suitable for fixed cell images as it presents
photobleaching limitations when it comes to high-speed spectral imaging which is often
used for live cell imaging1.
In contrast to emission scanning, when performing excitation scanning, narrow
bands of illumination are provided over an excitation range. At each illumination band,
the entire spectrum is collected. This approach allows for a broader range of data at
collection while maintain spectral resolution through careful selection of illumination
bands. In addition, excitation-scanning allows for multiple illumination wavelength and
detects a number of emission peaks, thus increasing the signal to noise ration while
decreasing acquisition times1,3,28,29.
As previously mentioned, addressing hyperspectral imaging speed, sensitivity and
specificity limitations is the goal of this research. Therefore, imaging spatial and spectral
resolutions are expected to play a major role in the success or failure of improving said
limitations. A study by Yi et al.30 addressed image resolution limitations based on spatial
and spectral correlation fusion. While the study showed potential for improving HS
spatial resolution, long computation time for data collection occurred.
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Studies such as Leavesley et al.31 evaluated hyperspectral imaging analysis
applications in microscopy. Results indicated that HSI analysis approaches offer accurate
and precise detection and quantification of fluorescence signals in highly autofluorescent
lung tissues. Some data showed that HSI approaches result in improved sensitivity and
specificity and addressed the uncertainty results in low specificity and sensitivity for
detecting green fluorescence proteins (GFP), which occurs as results of high incidence of
false positive identifications. Further studies require a combination of several excitation
wavelengths during the scan of fluorescence emission spectrum for improved ability to
discriminate components within tissue. A study performed by Studer et al.32
demonstrated that in benefit fluorescence microscopy, HSI applications has greatly
enhanced optical sensitivities and molecular specificities.

2.2.6 Current HSI research
A common goal in HSI medical applications is detection of cancerous cells and
effectively identifying different components of tissue. Many studies show agreement that
HSI shows promising impacts on accurately differentiating tissue. Several studies
addressed the effects of hyperspectral imaging application enhancements on cancer
detection. A study by Leavesley et al.3 evaluated initial feasibility of detecting
differences between normal and cancerous mucosa using excitation-scanning techniques.
Results within the 390 and 450 nm wavelength range presented consistency in spectral
features. However, additional studies are required for verification of applied approach for
estimations of sensitivity and specificity.
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Hyperspectral imaging screening effects have been applied in detection and
discrimination of melanoma tissues. According to Nagaoka et al.33 early detection and
accurate excision of primary lesions of malignant melanoma (MM) are crucial for
reducing melanoma related deaths. To assist in early on discovery of melanoma,
extensive studies and development of automated melanoma screening systems play a
vital role. This study proposed a hyperspectral melanoma screening system and a possible
melanoma discrimination index. The index was constructed based on the skin’s pigment
molecule characteristics. Results collected from a small sample size show an unbiased
melanoma discrimination index at a molecular pigmentary level. Successful
discrimination of MM from non-melanoma tissues occurred; however, the sensitivity and
specificity values below 93% will require a higher sample size and further research to
prove that this method is accurate. In addition, further research requires comparison with
diagnoses of experts to confirm the robustness of the index proposed. This study was
continued in Nagaoka et al. 201334 however, results show an increase in sensitivity by
2% and only a 1% increase specificity. A pilot study by Neittaanmäki-Perttu et al.35
indicates that the HSI is capable of detecting the subclinical borders of lentigo maligna
(LM) and lentigo maligna melanoma (LMM). Determinations of lesion margins in over
50% of samples using HSI showed superiority to current clinical methods.
Another approach to addressing HSI limitations in data analysis is applying
Monte-Carlo simulation of light tissue interaction. A study by Hermann et al.36 uses a
program code to simulate the specific geometry in wound diagnostics with a HSI camera
and claims that it is suitable for different tissue structures. Future simulations focused on
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varying the blood volume fractions in different layers and building different realistic
tissue models with subcutaneous fat and other factors are required to create a
representative model of the tissue. Future success of this approach plays a role in
investigating the contribution of different tissue layers to the remission signal. In
addition, the simulations intend to help interpret tissue spectra recorded with HSI
cameras and to recheck specific assumptions. In a study performed by Sebiskveradze et
al.37, Fourier transform mid-infrared (FT-IR) limitations and micro-spectroscopy
applications to cancer detection are addressed. Results suggested that IR spectral microimaging demonstrates great potential for the direct analysis of paraffin embedded tissue
sections of human skin cancers. In addition, preliminary results show potential for
examining tumor progression and for early determination of tumor aggressiveness in
cutaneous cancers and other human skin cancers such as melanoma.
Radiation effects on skin were addressed in Abdlaty et al.38, while a study by
Chin et al.26 addressed HSI as an early biomarker for radiation exposure and
microcirculatory damage. Abdlaty et al. stated that radiation exposure can lead to
detrimental effects in skin microcirculation and that the specific relationship between
radiation dose received and its effect on cutaneous per fusion remains controversial. The
study characterized changes in skin microcirculation as a potential early non-invasive
biomarker to collate the effects of long-term microvascular damage. Both studies agreed
that HSI plays has a potential role in early detection of tissue changes; however,
validation of the relationship between radiation affects and tissue responses requires
clinical studies.
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CHAPTER III: BRIEF SYSTEMS ENGINEERING OVERVIEW OF LED-BASED
PLATFORM

In this chapter systems engineering approaches are implemented to provide a high
level view of the LED-based platform and its stakeholders.

3.1 Overview
The LED-based system of systems consists of two main systems: the microscope
and the spectral LED-based light source. For the purposes of this chapter, the focus will
be geared towards the spectral LED-based light source system until it was integrated with
the microscope at which point feasibility testing was be performed on the whole system
of systems (light source, microscope, other systems, subsystems, and components).

3.2 Feasibility Testing Operations Concept
The operations concept (OpsCon) is a method that focuses on the infrastructure in
which the system will operate. OpsCon is generally utilized as a precursor to
development of operational plans and procedures and is more geared towards the users’
goals and functions – what the users do and how the interact with the system once its
operation. An OpsCon diagram (Figure 1) was created showing the initial starting point
of theoretical modeling discussed in Objective 1.a. and ending with data acquired from
benchtop testing experiments of integrating the spectral LED-based light source system
to the SoS.
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Figure 1. Feasibility testing OpsCon diagram.

3.3 System Boundary
When modeling a system using MBSE, the domain diagram maybe used to
account for the humans that are intended to operate and interact with the system, external
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interfaces that may influence the system and the environment under which the system
will operate. In addition to system domain, the system’s boundary is technique that
presents a clear view of what is included inside and outside of the system. A conventional
diagram of the system boundary and external interfaces (Figure 2) has been constructed
to define the system boundary where the systems is separated from its context (what
surrounds the system) defining entities of the system (elements that surround the system
are that are relevant to the system but are located “just outside of the system 39”) and
interfaces.
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Figure 2. System Boundary and Interfaces.

3.4 Stakeholders
Stakeholders (Figure 3) are defined as all persons or institutions that are interested
in, affected by, or that can have influence in the utilization of the systems. They are any
person who can impact the system or is impacted by the system. Stakeholders were
divided into active stakeholders: individuals who will interact with the system and
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passive stakeholders: those who can affect the system without interacting with it. Passive
stakeholders include individuals, entities, other systems, standards, protocols, procedures,
regulations that can influence the “success” of the system 5,39–41.

Figure 3. Stakeholders.
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3.4.1 Stakeholders Explained
National Science Foundation (NSF): NSF was chosen as one of the purchasers
because they are currently funding the project of developing the system. They are also
considered a passive stakeholder since their influence on the system is through
regulations and standards. For example, a proposal was written to request funding for the
system, which had to meet specific standards and regulations for approval. Throughout
the 4-year funding of NFS, progress reports must also be written to meet the required
regulations for project progress and status update. In addition, NSF is an entity that will
influence the success of the system by providing the necessary funding for the system to
move from a conceptual model to an actual system.
Developers: University of South Alabama (USA) personnel who participated in
system development, integration, and testing at any point while the system is housed and
utilized in the College of Medicine, USA. The developers were responsible for designing
the system, developing the prototype, and were responsible for the idea behind the novel
technology. In addition, nested under developers, were USA researchers which represents
any research students that may interact with the system for external research goals.
Finally, nested also under developers, trainers, which is a representation of any person(s)
responsible for training users on any of the systems included within the SoS. These
stakeholders can fall under both active and passive stakeholders because of their
interaction with the system at various stages. At some stages, some stakeholders
influenced the success of the system without interacting with the final product, making
them passive stakeholders. For example, stakeholders were considered passive during the
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creation of the system concept, procedures, and theoretical model that were all essential
to development success. However, once the system was developed, stakeholders
mentioned above transitioned into active stakeholders, as they were the first to interact
with the system during prototyping and bench testing stages.
Manufactures/Suppliers: companies who supplied parts for the system such as
Edmund Optics, ThorLabs, DigiKey, and Mouser Electronics. The success of the system
heavily relied on the availability of high-powered LEDs (subsystems). Therefore, LED
manufacturers played an important role in the success of the system. For example, the
system is constrained by the available LED technology and what manufacturers have to
offer. In addition, if desired LEDs are not available, some manufactures can potentially
custom make the desired LED, leading to their highly integrated involvement in the
system’s performance failure or success. The manufactures of subsystems were
considered passive stakeholders because they influence the success of the system without
directly interacting with it.
Trainers: USA personnel who participated in system development, personnel
responsible for writing protocols of operating the system and any personnel responsible
for training active stakeholders such as lab technicians and maintenance personnel. In
addition, some systems (such as the microscope) present within the SoS require trainers
outside of USA and those personnel were also considered as trainers.
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CHAPTER IV: MULTIFACETED MIRROR ARRAY ILLUMINATOR FOR
FLUORESCENCE EXCITATION-SCANNING SPECTRAL IMAGING
MICROSCOPY
This chapter details the manuscript titled Multifaceted Mirror Array Illuminator for
Fluorescence Excitation-Scanning Spectral Imaging Microscopy which was submitted to
Journal of Biomedical Optics. Version of manuscript shown below reflects the most recent
changes and edits made in response to reviewer comments received. Published version may
vary from one shown below to accommodate journal requirements, recommendations, and
formatting.
Marina Parker, Sam A. Mayes, Craig M. Browning, Joshua Deal, Samantha Gunn-Mayes,
Naga S. Annamdevula, Thomas C. Rich, Silas J. Leavesley
4.1 Abstract
Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) technologies have been applied to a variety of
applications since their original development for earth mapping. HSI has provided new
detection capabilities for fields such as food quality and safety, agriculture, forensic
science, and biomedical applications. In the medical field, HSI holds potential for cell
and tissue discrimination based upon the spectral characteristics of underlying molecules.
While HSI has shown utility in fluorescence microscopy applications for separating
signatures from many fluorescent molecules, some technological limitations have
surfaced. One limitation often associated with HSI is slow acquisition speeds due to the
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need to acquire signal in many spectral bands and the light losses associated with spectral
filtering. Current approaches to spectral imaging require a compromise between
acquisition speed, signal sensitivity, and wavelength sampling. In this paper, we present
development of a new optical approach to improve on wavelength sample speed, HSI
microscopy through rapid scanning of the fluorescence excitation spectrum. We have
previously shown excitation scanning can provide a 30-100X increase in sensitivity over
current emission scanning systems, allowing faster acquisition rates and increased signalto-noise characteristics. Here, we introduce a light emitting diodes (LED)-based
Hyperspectral Imaging Fluorescence Excitation (HIFEX) scanning microscope system
using a new optical geometry that is based on a multifaceted mirror array, allowing
excitation scanning HSI to be implemented with microsecond switch times. LED-based
HIFEX capabilities may allow determination of the molecular composition of samples,
including separation of fluorescence from background autofluorescence, tissue
characterization, and highly multi-labeled fluorescence studies while decreasing image
acquisition time. We present results from optical ray trace simulations, prototyping, and
feasibility testing of the system. Feasibility testing using many-labeled fluorescence
slides indicates that the system can discriminate between 6 unique fluorescent labels.
Furthermore, the optical approaches presented here, have decreased wavelength
switching times, in comparison to mechanically tuned filters. These results demonstrate
that LED-based HIFEX imaging microscopy may deliver great utility in time-dependent
and photosensitive assays by offering specific detection and quantification of
fluorescence signals.
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4.2 Introduction
Traditional fluorescence microscopy utilizes a broad-band light source and series
of optical band-pass and dichroic filters to illuminate a fluorophore at a peak excitation
wavelength (λ) and detect emission at a peak emission wavelength (Figure 4A). This
approach works well for detecting fluorescence from a single label or several spectrally
well-separated labels by utilizing several band-pass filters to isolate the excitation and
emission wavelengths of respective fluorescent labels 1. However, many assays require
additional methods to separate signal crosstalk between labels, and traditional
fluorescence imaging approaches may not adequately allow this signal separation,
resulting in a lack of specificity and potentially creating image artifacts. Subtraction of
signal crosstalk between probes can be further complicated when labels share similar
excitation or emission peak wavelengths1. In addition, the emission spectrum of tissue
autofluorescence often covers a wide spectral range that overlaps the emission of many
fluorescent probes, resulting in difficulty separating signals from labels and
autofluorescence2,31,42–44.
Emission scanning hyperspectral imaging (Figure 4 B) overcomes limitations of
standard fluorescence imaging through the ability to sample image data at many
wavelength bands, forming a contiguous spectrum 1,45–48. Applied to fluorescence
microscopy, this technique excites the sample at one or several excitation peak
wavelengths and collects a range of emission wavelengths of narrow bandwidth, allowing
the user to analyze fluorescence emission from multiple labels through linear unmixing or
other spectral analysis approaches2,49–53 However, spectral filtering technologies can
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present a major constraint of this approach, as they require the use of tunable filters 47,52,54
or dispersive mechanisms such as prisms54–56 or gratings48,54 that often attenuate the
emitted light, reducing the signal available for detection and thus reducing the signal-tonoise characteristics of the detected image. Due to light losses associated with spectral
filtering, emission-scanning hyperspectral imaging techniques have typically been slow
and prone to photobleaching.
Excitation scanning hyperspectral imaging can provide improvements in photon
efficiency when compared to similarly configured emission scanning systems. In
excitation scanning, the excitation light is filtered and used as the basis for spectral
discrimination, rather than the emission, thus allowing all emitted light 1 above a
characteristic cut-off wavelength to be detected (Figure 4 C). We have previously
demonstrated the effectiveness of this approach, which we have coined (HIFEX), by
using a Xenon Arc lamp as a light source and a series of thin film tunable filters (TFTFs)
to provide a tunable excitation band2–4,28. The TFTF array enabled selection of a range of
narrow-band excitation wavelengths. Our initial HIFEX prototype demonstrated
improved acquisition speeds and signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) in a side-by-side
comparison with emission-scanning. However, the system was limited by the time
required to mechanically shift between excitation wavelengths – wavelength switching
required up to 250 ms. Despite the slow wavelength switch times, our results showed that
>10X higher signal could be detected using HIFEX due to detecting a broad band of
emitted light. Moreover, excitation scanning provided improved delineation of nuclear
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and cell borders, and increased identification of fluorescently labeled regions in highly
autofluorescent tissue when compared with similarly configured emission scanning 1,13,14.
Here, we describe an alternative approach for HIFEX that utilizes LEDs as the
spectral excitation source (Figure 4 D). Compared to the previous TFTF-based approach,
the LED-based HIFEX system provides significantly improved wavelength switching
speeds. A novel optical geometry was developed57,58 to allow up to 16 pre-determined
excitation wavelengths while providing output through a standard liquid-light guide that
was coupled to the microscope. To our knowledge, this is the first time a multifaceted
mirror geometry has been used to combine output from up to 16 single-band LEDs for
spectral illumination (Table 2).
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Table 2. Comparison of LED-based HIFEX to current commercially available systems
Emission-Scanning Hyperspectral Imaging Systems
Description references

λ Range
(nm)

Max. # of λ /
Spectral
Image

Acquisition
Speed
(fps)

Spatial
Sampling
(MP)

Cost

Sensitivity
(% emitted
signal / channel)

Spectral Laser
Scanning Confocal
Microscope49,59,60
(Nikon A1R, Zeiss
980, etc.)

400 – 750
(adjustable)

32-34

0.1

~4

$$$

~0.5%

Spinning Disk61,62
Confocal
Microscope (Andor)

405 – 640
(adjustable)

4

1
color:1600
2+ colors:1

~4

$$$

~10%

450 – 1100,
680 – 1300,
or 800 1800

4

45

~1

$$$

~5%

Spectral Laser
Resonance
Scanning63,64

Excitation-Scanning Hyperspectral Imaging Technologies

Description

references

Xe Arc Lamp +
AOTF47,52,65

Xe Arc Lamp +
TFTF1,47,54,66

Commercial multiLED67

Proposed / prototype
system

λ Range
(nm)

Max. # of λ /
Spectral
Image

Acquisition
Speed
(Spectral
images /
min)

Spatial
Sampling
(MP)

Cost

Sensitivity
(% emitted
signal /
channel)

350 – 650 or
400 – 750

Tunable (∞)

~1-20
(photon
limited)

~1-9
(camera
specific)

$$

~95%

360 – 650

Tunable (∞)

~1-10
(mechanical
tuning
limited)

~1-9
(camera
specific)

$$

~95%

365- 750
(discrete
values)

4-6
(some systems
feature 16
channels to
select between,
only 4
available for a
given spectral
image)

~120 or 240

~1-9
(camera
specific)

$

~95%

~10-20
(currently
ex. Photon
limited)

~1-9
(camera
specific)

$

~95%

365 – 560

Up to 16
(11demonstrated
in current
prototype)
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Figure 4. (A) Simplified light path for a standard epifluorescence microscope. Light
emitted from a broadband light source passes through a band-pass excitation (BP EX) filter
and is reflected by a dichroic mirror to illuminate the sample. Fluorescence emission from
the sample passes through the objective and the dichroic beam splitter and is filtered using
a band-pass emission (BP EM) filter and detected. (B) A typical emission scanning
hyperspectral imaging light path implemented in an epifluorescence microscope. Light
emitted from the light source is filtered through a BP EX filter and is reflected by a dichroic
mirror to illuminate the sample. The fluorescence emission passes through the dichroic
mirror, through a long-pass emission (LP EM) filter and is then spectrally filtered and
detected. This technique results in additional light loss due to the tunable filter or other
spectral element and may require increased acquisition times. (C) An excitation-scanning
hyperspectral imaging light path based on a tunable filter implemented in an
epifluorescence microscope. Excitation light emitted from the light source is filtered
through a tunable filter, passes through a short-pass excitation filter, and is reflected by a
dichroic mirror to illuminate the sample. The fluorescence emission passes through the
dichroic mirror and long-pass emission filter and the emission above a characteristic cutoff wavelength is detected. (D) The LED-based HIFEX scanning light path implemented
on an epifluorescence microscope. In this approach, a series of wavelength-specific LEDs
provide spectral excitation, which passes through a short-pass excitation filter and is
reflected by a dichroic mirror to illuminate the sample. The fluorescence emission passes
through the dichroic mirror and long-pass emission filter and the emission above a
characteristic cut-off wavelength is detected.
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4.3 System Materials, Methods, and Validation
The system concept and design were based on the goal of developing innovative
approaches to improve acquisition speeds in hyperspectral microscopy by using
fluorescence excitation scanning. To address the wavelength switching speed imitations
of our previous TFTF-based HIFEX system, wavelength-specific LEDs were
implemented, which provide on/off times of ~10-20 μs. The overall system design
process included: 1) conceptual designs were drawn using Inventor (Autodesk, Inc., San
Rafael, CA); 2) parametric modeling and in silico optimization was performed using
TracePro (Lambda Research Corp.), a Monte Carlo–based optical ray trace package; 3)
optimized optical geometries were prototyped; 4) benchtop testing and in situ
optimization were performed using optical power meter and other test equipment; and 5)
feasibility testing was performed by coupling to an inverted microscope platform.

4.3.1 Conceptual Design
The optical design utilizes a custom machined 16-faced multifaceted mirror array
to reflect LED illumination onto the entrance aperture of a liquid light guide (LLG),
which delivers light to the microscope. Optical alignment components were designed
using Inventor software and included lens holders, LED holders, and parts used to
assemble components of the system (Figure 5) and an example light path can be seen in
Figure 5 B. Light is emitted from each LED (Figure 5 D) one at a time and then
collimated by a lens (Figure 5 B) mounted in a lens holder (Figure 5 C) that can be
positioned so as to collimate the light. The light in then reflected upward by a
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multifaceted mirror array (Figure 5 A) and is incident at a common focal focus location
which corresponds to the entrance aperture of the LLG.

Figure 5. Exploded assembly view of the main components of the LED-based HIFEX
spectral illumination system. The multi-faceted mirror array (A), lenses (B), lens holders
(C) and LED in LED holders (D) were mounted on a custom baseplate (E).

4.3.2 Lens and Liquid Light Guide Properties
Files containing lens specifications were obtained from the manufacturer
(Edmund Optics) in Zemax format and imported into TracePro. Lenses with the
following focal lengths were evaluated: 19.1 mm, 38.1 mm, and 31.8 mm. For the final
prototype, the 31.8 mm FL lens was selected. All lenses were 12.7 mm diameter and
plano-convex MgF2 coated.
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A standard 3 mm diameter active core, Lumatec series 300 (Sutter Instruments)
liquid light guide was used for coupling to an inverted microscope. Properties of the
liquid light guide are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Lumatec Liquid Lightguide Property
Series

Core Diameter
(mm)

NA
2α

Spectral
Ranges (nm)

Specific Properties
-Transmission of up to 5W of UV radiation
-Suitable for rugged environments

300

3

72°

280 – 650

-Compatible light sources: mercury and Zenon
short arc, tungsten halogen, LED
-Temperature range (long term): −5° C – +35° C

The liquid light guide was modeled as a cylinder with 3 mm diameter and 1 mm
thickness. The target plane (interrogation plane) was defined as the entrance aperture of
the liquid light guide.

4.3.3 Multi-faceted Mirror Array
The multi-faceted mirror array was designed in Inventor and imported into
TracePro, and optical characteristics were defined as a “perfect reflector.” The mirror
array angle was preselected to be 22.5 degrees (half angle) so that light that was incident
on the LLG entrance aperture would fall within the acceptance angle of the LLG. In
addition, Inventor files were sent to space optic for prototyping. The mirror was
machined from aluminum with anti-reflection coating.
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4.3.4 Parametric Modeling
Theoretical parametric modeling was performed for a range of optical and
geometric variables, including different FL lenses and geometric location of components.
To analyze the theoretical feasibility of our approach a ray trace model that evaluated
light transmission from 11 LEDs was developed. The ray trace model accounted for LED
output, focusing lenses, the multi-faceted mirror array, (Table 4), and the liquid light
guide entrance aperture diameter. LED properties were defined in TracePro, while lens
and mirror array properties were imported from manufacturer-supplied data files. LEDs
were modeled as a 1 mm x 1 mm x 1 mm cube with one surface assigned at the emitter
surface. A range of different focal length (FL) lenses (Table 4) were also modeled. To
account for wavelength dependent attenuation and further optimize the optical power
available at the entrance aperture of the liquid light guide, the TracePro macro language
was utilized to perform a parametric sensitivity study that evaluated a range of geometric
locations of the LEDs, and the final selected prototype lens. The LLG was modeled in
TracePro as a cylinder with a 3 mm entrance aperture and placed at a fixed z-axis
position of 63 mm above the mirror array which is governed by the acceptance angle of
the reflected light rays. Properties of the LLG were not included in the model since only
the entrance aperture of the LLG was used to assess the total transmission of light from
each LED. Ray trace modeling results were evaluated by measuring the optical power
available and the angular power distribution at the entrance aperture of the LLG for each
LED wavelength illuminated. Transmission efficiency was calculated as the ratio of
optical power incident on the LLG entrance aperture to total power output of the LED.
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Table 4. Optical and optoelectronic components used for parametric modeling
LED

Parameters

SMB1N-365V-02
SMB1N-375V-02

Dimension: 5.0 x 5.2 x 5.5 mm
Viewing Angle: 18º

SMB1N-395V-02

Dimension: 5.0 x 5.2 x 5.5 mm
Viewing Angle: 22º

SMB1N-405V-02

Dimension: 5.0 x 5.2 x 5.5 mm
Viewing Angle: 20º

SMB1N-420H-02
SMB1N-D450-02

Provider

Dimension: 5.0 x 5.2 x 5.5 mm
Viewing Angle: 22º

SMB1N-D470-02

Dimension: 5.0 x 5.2 x 5.5 mm
Viewing Angle: 20º

SMB1N-490H-02

Dimension: 5.0 x 5.2 x 5.5 mm
Viewing Angle: 22º

SMB1N-515V-02

Dimension: 5.0 x 5.2 x 5.5 mm
Viewing Angle: 18º

SMB1N-D520V-02

Dimension: 5.0 x 5.2 x 5.5 mm
Viewing Angle: 20º

SMB1N-525V-02

Dimension: 5.0 x 5.2 x 5.5 mm
Viewing Angle: 22º

Roithner LaserTechnik
GmbH

Lens

Parameters

Provider

49586 – MgF2 Coated, Plano Convex
49858 – MgF2 Coated, Plano Convex
49859 – MgF2 Coated, Plano Convex

12.7 mm diameter x 19.1 mm FL
12.7 mm diameter x 31.8 mm FL
12.7 mm diameter x 38.1 mm FL

Edmund Optics

LLG

Parameters

Liquid Light Guide

3 mm core diameter, NA 2α =
72°

Multifaceted Mirror

Parameters

Provider
Sutter
Provider
Space Optics Research

Custom Mirror

–

Lab
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Figure 6 (A) TracePro model representation for visualizations purposes of the overall
system model setup created to simulate performance of 11 wavelength bands showing
LEDs (pink), lenses (grey), multi-faceted mirror array (blue), and LLG (black). The
model light path is simplified in panel (B) showing the light path (yellow) from the LED
(pink), through a focusing lens (white), reflected by a mirror (blue), and onto the entrance
aperture of the LLG (black). Shown in panel (C) is the single LED, single lens, mirror
array and LLG model used for parametric sensitivity simulations. (D) Early prototype
system utilizing individual mirrors instead of the multi-faceted mirror. For visualization
purposes all LEDs were illuminated simultaneously. The early prototype shows
illuminated LEDs in their LED holders as well as lenses in their lens holders.
4.3.4.1 Validation of LED Source Properties.
LED source properties were extracted from manufacture data sheets to build an
optical component library using the source property tool in TracePro (Figure 7). LED
optical properties were experimentally tested to validate manufacturer specifications
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(data not shown). For each LED, a surface source property was created in Trace Pro that
accounted for the angular divergence and distribution, optical intensity and spectral
bandwidth characterized by manufacturer data. Surface properties were assigned to the
designated emitter surface of each LED.
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Figure 7. TracePro source property tool was used to extract the 3D beam profile (A),
Polar angular distribution (B), radiation characteristics (C) and relative spectral emission
(D) of each of the LEDs (405 nm LED shown for example). A range of LED spectral
profiles were evaluated (E).
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4.4 System Prototyping
A prototype was constructed to evaluate the feasibility of the optimized model
geometry for spectral imaging microscopy.

4.4.1 Optomechanical Prototyping
A multi-faceted mirror array was designed in Autodesk Inventor and fabricated by
Space Optics Research Labs, LLC. The array contained 16 mirror facets of 10 mm x 12
mm aligned at evenly distributed angles across 360 degrees in the horizontal (XY) plane
and specified at 22.5 degrees angle with respect to the vertical (Z) plane. Optical
alignment parts were designed using Inventor, processed for 3D printing using Simplify
3D, and printed using a MakerGear M2 Rev.E. dual extruder 3D printer. Optomechanical
alignment parts consisted of an LED circuit board mount, a lens mount, and a custom
optical breadboard. All housing parts were printed used acrylonitrile butadiene styrene
(ABS) filament.

4.4.2 Electronic Prototyping
Electronic hardware consisted of a relay board (RLY102-24V, Winford
Engineering), DC power supply unit (VF-S250-24A-CF, CUI, Inc.), four digital/analog
breakout boards (CB-68LPR, National Instruments), analog computer interface board
(PCI-6723, National Instruments), and digital computer interface board (PCIe-6323,
National Instruments). Custom electronic interface boards were designed for routing
analog and digital control signals from National Instruments cards to respective LED
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current drivers. The control board was used to split analog and digital lines into 16
ethernet ports. Ethernet cables were used to connect the control board to each LED
circuit. An analog reference voltage was used to adjust a variable current driver (9451132-ND, RECOM) that regulated the current to each LED, while a digital TTL signal
was used to switch the driver on or off.

4.5 Benchtop Testing

4.5.1 LED Spectroradiometric Testing
Optical power measurements were performed using a fiber-coupled spectrometer
(QE65000, Ocean Optics, Inc.) connected to an integrating sphere (FOIS-1, Ocean
Optics, Inc.) and calibrated using a NIST-traceable lamp (LS-1-CAL-INT, Ocean Optics,
Inc.). The power output vs. reference voltage (Vref) curve for each LED was
characterized and used to optimize the optical position and alignment of LEDs and
lenses. Optical power measurements of the overall system, as connected to an inverted
fluorescence microscope, were also made by placing the integrating sphere on the sample
stage immediately above the objective and measuring the intensity of each LED.
Measurements taken at the stage represent the total illumination for each channel
delivered to the target allowing us to correct the spectral image data to a flat spectral
response.
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4.5.2 Imaging Software Setup
NIS Elements (Nikon Instruments, Inc.) software was used to control the spectral
light source, microscope, and camera. The “triggered acquisition” panel was used to
control analog and digital signals and camera operation to coordinate excitation
wavelength, intensity, and image acquisition. Wavelength switching was externally
triggered using the camera shutter signal.

4.5.3 Spectral Imaging Feasibility Testing
Validation and feasibility testing were performed by comparing imaging results of
the custom LED-based HIFEX spectral microscope system to those obtained using the
prior HIFEX system that utilized a TFTF array for tunable excitation. Results were also
compared with a commercially available Zeiss LSM 980 (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, LLC,
White Plains, NY).
4.5.3.1 Cell Sample Preparation.
Custom 6-label slides were purchased from Abberior GmbH that consisted of
African green monkey kidney epithelial cells. Labels were selected so as to span a wide
spectral range to allow evaluation of the spectral separation capabilities (Table 5). In
addition to the 6-label slide, single label control slides were also purchased as well as an
unlabeled control to assess autofluorescence contributions. Cells were fixed and stained
by Abberior in accordance with Wurm et al.68 and all cell specimens were embedded in
Abberior Mount Solid Antifade (item number: MM-2013-2X15ML).
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Table 5 Slide number and staining conditions for each slide used in the 6-label imaging
experiment
Slide #

Stain

1

Fixed and unstained cell slide

2

F-actin – Abberior STAR GREEN phalloidin

3

Mitochondria – Abberior STAR520SXP goat anti-rabbit IgG

4

Double stranded DNA – Abberior LIVE 560 DNA

5

Vimentin – Abberior STAR ORANGE goat anti-chicken IgY

6

Golgi apparatus – Abberior STAR RED goat anti-guinea pig IgG

7&8

Multi-labeled slides with labels of slides 1 – 6

4.5.3.2 Microscope Integration.
The spectral light source was coupled via liquid light guide to an inverted
epifluorescence widefield microscope (TE2000-U, Nikon Instruments, Melville, NY),
equipped with a 60x-water immersion objective (Plan Apo VC 60x/1.2 WI, Nikon
Instruments). Images were acquired using a Prime 95B sCMOS camera (Teledyne
Photometrics, Tucson, AZ).
4.5.3.3 Image Acquisition.
Images were acquired for each sample (6-label slide, single-label control slides,
and unlabeled autofluorescence control slide) on each of three spectral microscope
systems (Zeiss LSM 980, HIFEX with TFTF array, new HIFEX with LED excitation).
Imaging parameters were set accordingly based on the system used (Table 6) 69.
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Table 6 Summary of microscope configuration and image acquisition parameters
Objective Lens
Microscope

Light Source

Detector
Parameter(s)
Prime 95B sCMOS camera
(Teledyne Photometrics,
Tucson, AZ)

TFTF array
250 ms per wavelength band

(TE2000-U, Nikon Instruments, Melville, NY)

Inverted epifluorescence widefield microscope

scan range of 360-545 nm
4 averaging
5 nm increments
2x2 binning
Power: 100%

Plan Apo VC
60x/1.2 WI

0 gain, 0 offset

(Nikon Instruments)
40 MHz readout speed
LED-based HIFEX

LED wavelengths (nm): 365,
375, 385, 405, 415, 420, 430,
450, 470, 490, 515, 520

Prime 95B sCMOS camera
(Teledyne Photometrics,
Tucson, AZ)
1s per wavelength band
4 averaging
2x2 binning
0 gain, 0 offset

Power: 100%

40 MHz readout speed
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Table 6 Continued
Objective Lens
Microscope

Light Source

Detector

(Carl Zeiss Microscopy, LLC, White Plains, NY)

microscope system

Zeiss LSM 980 commercial emission-scanning spectral confocal

Parameter(s)
Laser

32 channel GaAsP-PMT

405 nm at 10%

4 averaging

power
C-Apochromat
488 nm at 2%

0

min 22 sec

40x/1.2W
power

exposure/dwell time
Autocorrect

561 nm at 0.2%
UV VIS IR
power

0 offset, 0 binning
(Zeiss Microscopy)

639 nm at 2%
power

Digital gain 1

Gain 650 V

4.5.3.4 Image Analysis.
For both HIFEX systems, wavelength-dependent excitation intensity was
corrected to a flat spectral response as described previously44. In brief, a spectral
correction coefficient was calculated for each wavelength band to account for wavelength
dependent illumination intensity. For the TFTF-based system, this was performed by
tuning the system to each wavelength band in the spectral image scan range and
measuring the optical power output at the microscope stage using a fiber-coupled
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spectrometer and integrating sphere. For the LED-based system, this was performed by
sequentially illuminating each LED (at maximum power output) and measuring the
optical power output available at the microscope stage. Hence, separate correction factors
were calculated and used for the TFTF- or LED-based system. Spectral image stacks
were then corrected by first identifying a blank (background) region in each image and
extracting the mean spectrum from that region. The mean background spectrum was then
subtracted from each spectral image stack and the stack was subsequently multiplied by
the spectral correction factor to correct the image to a flat spectral response (Eq. (1)).

Icorrected   Iraw  Idark  CC  ,

(1)

where Iraw is the original spectral image, Idark is the background spectrum, and CC is the
spectral correction coefficient. Spectral image data from the Zeiss LSM 980 did not need
to be corrected, as the spectral detector is factory calibrated to provide a flat spectral
response. All corrections were performed using a custom MATLAB script (MathWorks,
Inc., Natick, MA.).
Corrected spectral images were then processed to build a spectral library from
single-label control samples, as described previously 1,2,70. In brief, regions of high signal
strength were selected within spectral images from each single-label control sample, as
well as the unlabeled autofluorescence control. The mean spectrum from each region was
extracted and saved within a library for spectral unmixing. Due to high cellular
autofluorescence, for a subset of samples, a fraction of the autofluorescence spectrum
was subtracted from the single-label spectrum before saving the single-label spectrum
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within the spectral library. The test image of the 6-label sample was then linearly
unmixed using a non-negatively constrained linear unmixing algorithm. Unmixed images
were linearly scaled, false colored, and overlayed for visualization.
Example spectral unmixing code is available at
https://www.southalabama.edu/centers/bioimaging/resources.html
4.5.3.5 SNR Measurements.
To quantify performances of each system, SNR were estimated in each unmixed
grey scale image stack in accordance with Amer et al.71 which was previously
demonstrated for fluorescence microscopy1,31,72. In summary, each image was analyzed to
detect fluorescence intensity in each pixel. An 8-way high-pass filter was used to classify
pixels within regions of homogeneous intensities and surrounding pixels were used to
determine the standard deviation associated with each pixel. The SNR was obtained from
dividing the mean intensity of each pixel by the standard deviation of each pixel and a
median SNR of at least 5 regions was used as the SNR for each image.

4.6 Results and Discussion
We present results for revised excitation-scanning spectral imaging technology
based on illumination with many narrow-band LEDs that overcomes the wavelength
switching-speed limitations of previous approaches. A novel optical approach is utilized
to combine wavelength output from the narrow-band LEDs using a multifurcated mirror.
The following sections present the parametric modeling, prototyping, benchtop testing,
and feasibility testing results from this system.
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4.6.1 Parametric Modeling Results and Discussion
Parametric modeling, using TracePro ray trace software, was used to evaluate lens
options and optimize the location, and orientation of components. Sensitivity studies,
using a range of parameter values, were run using the TracePro macro language.
Irradiance maps (Figure 8) were used to evaluate transmission data and the spot size at
the LLG. An irradiance map is the irradiance in watts per unit area or lux, incident or
absorbed on the selected surface, which in the parametric model is the entrance aperture
of the LLG. Results from lens sensitivity study which considered three different FL
lenses (19.1 mm, 38.1 mm, and 31.8 mm) included the optical power available at the
entrance aperture of the LLG, the corresponding percent transmission of the system, the
angular power distribution, and a visualization of the spatial distribution of power
(irradiance map) on the entrance aperture of the LLG, which was saved as an image file.
Results showed that the 31.8 mm FL lens provided the highest percent flux (5.946%) at
the entrance aperture of the LLG when the lens and LED were placed at xlens = 37 mm
and xLED = 84 mm away from the mirror array respectively (Figure 8). The 19.1 mm FL
and 38.1 mm FL lenses provided a maximum flux percentage of 5.409% and 3.926%
with lens and LED placements at xlens = 30 mm and xLED = 56.1 mm and xlens = 41 mm
and xLED = 100.1 mm away from the mirror array, respectively. Therefore, lens 49858
(MgF2 Coated, Plano Convex, 12.7 mm diameter x 31.8 mm FL) was chosen as the
prototype lens. Since the lens sensitivity studies were only performed using the 525 nm
LED, to account for LED wavelength dependent attenuation, further parametric
optimization simulations were performed for each LED to determine optimal component
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positions (Figure 9) using the 31.8 FL lens. Flux percentages were plotted with their
respective parametric locations and final component parameters were acquired to
determine final prototype placement for each LED and lens component (Table 7).
Furthermore, results determined that smaller spot size distribution led to higher percent
transmission due to the ability to absorb more of the LED’s reflected rays. In addition, it
was evident that while there is an optimal parametric location for each component to
achieve high percent transmission, the transmission percentage was more affected by the
LED-to-lens spacing than lens-to-mirror or LED-to-mirror. For example, peak percent
transmission for the 365 nm LED was found to be 6.80% at the following (x LED, xlens)
mm location configurations: (80, 32) mm and (81, 34) mm, 6.79% at the following (x LED,
xlens) mm location configurations: (80, 32) mm and (81, 33) mm, and 6.77% at the
following (xLED, xlens) mm location configurations: (79, 30) mm, (79, 33) mm, (80, 30)
mm, (82, 34) mm, (82, 35) mm. Hence, it was concluded that a minimum distance of 46
mm and a max distance of 50 mm between the LED and lens will provide high
transmission range of (6.77% - 6.80%). Results of LED-to-lens distance influence on the
final transmission percentage were consistent for all sensitivity results.
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Figure 8. Example of the irradiance map used to evaluate transmission data and the spot
size at the entrance aperture of the LLG which is located at z = 63 mm above the mirror
array. The map shown here is for the 525 nm LED placed at x LED = 84 mm, and FL lens
of 31.08 placed at xlens = 37 mm away from the mirror array. The irradiance map is a
representation of the illumination intensity distributed over a measurement surface. It is
achieved by visualizing the distribution of all rays divided by total initial emitted power
of the LED. For the 525 nm LED, total flux/emitted flux is 0.059458 or approximately
5.95%.
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Figure 9. Parametric sensitivity results for the three lenses (A) 19.1 mm FL, (B) 38.1 mm
FL, and (C) 31.8mm FL modeled in TracePro using the 525 nm LED. Each study
evaluated a range of possible positions for both LED and lenses. LED positions were
evaluated for a range of xLED = [49.1 – 100.1] (A), xLED = [69.1 – 100.1] (B), and xLED =
[62 – 85] (C) while lens ranges were xlens = [30.1 – 90] (A), xlens = [30 – 61] (B), and xlens
= [30 – 53] (C)]. The annotation indicates the lens distance that provided the peak percent
transmission, and the percent transmission. The peak percent transmission values were
found to be 5.41% for the 19.1 mm FL lens (A), 3.93% for the 38.1 mm FL lens (B), and
5.95% for the 31.8 mm FL lens (C).
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Figure 10. Parametric sensitivity results for each LED using the 31.8 mm FL lens for the
following wavelengths:(A)365, (B) 375, (C) 395, (D) 405, I 420, (F) 450, (G) 470, (H)
490, (I) 515, (J) 520, and (K) 525. Peak transmission values for LED wavelength are
summarized in Table 7
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Table 7. Final component locations based on parametric sensitivity results for each LED
using the 31.8 mm FL lens
Wavelength
(λ)

LED x- axis Location
(mm)

Lens x-axis Location
(mm)

Highest Transmission
(%)

365

80

32

6.80

375

81

33

7.02

395

81

32

6.52

405

80

31

6.53

420

83

35

6.06

450

82

33

4.82

470

82

33

4.91

490

93

33

6.81

515

82

32

5.84

520

83

34

4.66

525

84
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5.95

4.6.2 Benchtop Testing Results and Discussion
4.6.2.1 LED Spectroradiometric Testing Results and Discussion
Spectroradiometric testing was performed to assess the illumination intensity
available at the microscope stage for each LED (Figure 11). In comparing theoretical
model results to stage measurements, it was clear that there were light losses between the
entrance aperture of the LLG and the stage of the microscope. There are light losses
present throughout the system. The first stage the system experiences light losses is when
the rays are collimated through the lens. Next, there are light losses present when rays are
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reflected by the mirror onto the LLG entrance aperture, and finally through the LLG and
the microscope system (objective and stage). Due to the serious light losses present in our
system image acquisition times were determined so as to fill the dynamic range of the
detector for the most intense (brightest) wavelength band.

Figure 11. Spectroradiometric optical power output as measured at the microscope stage
for each LED illumination band when measured at the end of the light path with LEDs set
at maximum intensity. Measurements were made by placing an integrating sphere on the
stage aligned directly over the objective (end of light path) and measuring the total
spectral irradiance.
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4.6.3 Feasibility Testing Results and Discussion
4.6.3.1 Spectral Library.
To build each spectral library, spectral images from each single label control
sample were acquired using the HIFEX and LED-based HIFEX systems and corrected to
a flat spectral response. Spectral images were also acquired from the Zeiss LSM 980
commercial emission-scanning spectral confocal microscope system. For each image, of
each single label control sample, ROIs were selected, and the mean spectrum of each ROI
was measured. To achieve strong SNR for each label in the spectral libraries, high
intensity ROIs (data not shown) were used for spectra selection. A separate spectral
library was created for each spectral microscope system: LSM 980, TFTF-based HIFEX,
LED-based HIFEX (Figure 12). Spectral libraries were plotted in Excel for visualization
and subsequently imported into MATLAB for linear unmixing. Spectral library results
for LSM 980 microscope system (Figure 12 A) were in agreement with manufacturer
(Abberior GmbH) label emission spectral properties available on their website for
emission spectrum for STAR Red, STAR Green, 520SXP, Live 560, and STAR Orange.
Note that several laser lines (Table 6) were used for excitation so that we were able to
satisfactorily excite each of the labels. Moreover, some wavelength bands have been
discarded in order to remove the notch created in the emission profile where it overlaps
the excitation profiles of the laser due to a mechanical finger that is placed in front of the
specific spectral detector so as not to damage it from reflected laser light. As expected,
the AF profile is broad, likely indicating AF contributions from multiple molecules such
as collagen and FAD. The HIFEX system spectral library was provided spectra that are
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similar to what is shown in the manufacturer data sheets. Excitation wavelength for
STAR red begins at approximately 525 nm with a max peak at 638 nm while the
emission approximately ranges between 650 nm and 800 nm with a peak at 655 nm.
Thus, we saw a notable increase in that label’s spectral signature beginning at the 530 nm
mark. Since the dichroic cut off for HIFEX systems is 555 nm, we cannot excite the
sample any wavelength past this cutoff. Spectral signature peaks past the 430 nm for the
HIFEX system (Figure 12 B) corresponded with the manufacturer data for the rest of the
labels in the spectral library. It can be seen in the spectral library results (Figure 12 B)
that there are high background noise and a broad spectrum for autofluorescence signal.
Labels with excitation peaks outside the range can be seen to be increasing near the end
of the scan range but there are also UV components (secondary peak excitation
wavelengths) that may be used to spectrally separate the contribution from each label –
an advantage of using spectral imaging. With spectral imaging, along with finding a peak
value, the overall shape of the wavelengths is different. Thee shape differences present in
the spectral signature made it possible to separate contributions from the different
florescent labels even though the peak excitation wavelength for every fluorescent label
was not contained within the scan range. For the LED-based HIFEX spectral library
(Figure 12 C), label peaks were present at acceptable wavelength range, however high
cellular autofluorescence and background noise signals were mixed into the overall signal
of each label. In addition, it is worth noting that the wavelength frequency in the LEDbased HIFEX system were fewer than those for the TFTF-based HIFEX. Thus, the library
for the LED-based HIFEX does not appear to be as continuous. Furthermore, some
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wavelengths provided much lower spectral output than others, and while this has been
corrected for by measuring the spectral response of the system, it is still likely that the
SNR at those lower wavelengths is more reduced than the SNR at the brighter
illumination wavelengths. Therefore, the measurements at the lower illumination
wavelengths are likely less reliable. Despite the fewer wavelength sampled, we were still
able to separate signals from the fluorescent labels as can be seen in Figure. 13.

Figure 12. Spectral libraries were compiled for 3 spectral microscopy systems: (A) a
commercial emission scanning spectral confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 980), (B) an
excitation-scanning system using thin-film tunable filters for spectral tuning and
implemented on an inverted widefield microscope platform (TFTF-based HIFEX), (C) an
excitation-scanning system using LEDs for spectral excitation and implemented on an
inverted widefield microscope platform (LED-based HIFEX).
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4.6.4 Image Analysis Results and Discussion
For visualization purposes, an image of the total fluorescence was computed by
summing the intensity as each wavelength for each of the three systems (Figure 14 A, B,
C, top right). Image stacks containing AF, STAR Red, STAR Green, 520SXP, Live 560,
and STAR Orange were linearly unmixed using non-negatively constrained linear
spectral unmixing which calculates the abundance of each label contained in the spectral
library for each pixel of the spectral image stack which in turn produces the unmixed
abundance image for each label (Figure 14 A, B, C). Linearly unmixed images were
merged and false colored for all three systems for visualization purposes (Figure 14 A, B,
C, top left). Autofluorescence was best discriminated by the LED-based HIFEX system
which displayed a sixfold increase over the excitation scanning based HIFEX and over a
ninefold increase over the Zeiss emission scanning confocal microscope and which was
evident from the SNR results (Figure 14 D, E, F). Double stranded DNA (Figure 14 G, H,
I) was best discriminated by the HIFEX system (SNR = 50.22) followed by the LEDbased HIFEX (SNR = 21.46), followed by the Zeiss system (SNR = 19.08). F-actin was
more clearly delineated in the Zeiss system (Figure 14 J, K, L) which is primarily due to
the optical sectioning capabilities provided by the Zeiss LSM 980. Clear delineation of Factin is resultant of confocal imaging and the ability to image an optical slice of the small
fibular structure and removing the out of focus light. In contrast, widefield imaging does
not allow optical section and thus there were likely some structures lost. In future studies,
it is possible that a higher labeling density of f-actin may result in improved detection
through both excitation scanning systems. Golgi SNR was low across all three systems
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(Figure 14 M, N, O) but highest in the Zeiss system (SNR = 4.7), followed by HIFEX
(SNR = 2.48) and by LED-based HIFEX (SNR = 2.21) systems. Since both LED-based
HIFEX and HIFEX systems implemented a diachronic cutoff at 555 nm, SNRs for
individual unmixed labels with excitation peaks past the cutoff were expected to be low.
Mitochondria was SNR (7.39) was highest in the HIFEX system, followed by the Zeiss
and LED-based systems respectively (Figure 14 P, Q, R). Vimentin was most delineated
through the HIFEX systems with a SNR of 40.65 followed by LED-based HIFEX (SNR=
13.2) and Zeiss (SNR = 5.44).
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Figure. 13. Comparison of image data acquired from three spectral imaging microscopy
systems: A) a commercial emission-scanning spectral confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM
980), B) HIFEX – a previously reported excitation-scanning spectral widefield microscope
that uses a thin-film tunable filter (TFTF) for spectral tuning, and C) LED-based novel
excitation-scanning spectral widefield system that uses an array of LEDs and multifurcated
mirror for spectral illumination. For each image panel, the upper left image displays the
sum of all wavelength bands for the spectral image stack while the upper right image
displays the results of linear unmixing, as a merged and false-colored composite image.
The individual components identified through linear unmixing are displayed in the bottom
six images have been visualized with a color lookup table to match the colors shown in the
false-colored and merged image, and are described from left-to-right and top-to-bottom:
red – Golgi apparatus labeled with STAR Red, green – f-actin labeled with STAR Green,
blue – cellular autofluorescence, cyan – mitochondria labeled with 520SXP, magenta –
double-stranded DNA labeled with Live 560, yellow – vimentin labeled with STAR
Orange.
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Figure 14. SNR comparison of image data acquired from three spectral imaging
microscopy systems: a commercial emission-scanning spectral confocal microscope
(Zeiss LSM 980), a previously reported excitation-scanning spectral widefield
microscope that uses a thin-film tunable filter (TFTF) for spectral tuning, and the novel
excitation-scanning spectral widefield system that uses an array of LEDs and
multifurcated mirror for spectral illumination. Summed fluorescence intensity (A, B, and
C) was used to visualize raw image data from each system. SNR for each label was
calculated for each system (D – U).
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4.7 Conclusion and Future Work
Hyperspectral imaging technology has undergone continuous development from
its beginning in remote sensing to the wide range of applications used today. In the
fluorescence microscopy field, HSI has shown great utility for enabling specific and
quantitative measurement of fluorescent labels and autofluorescence. In this paper, we
have introduced an innovative approach – rapid-hyperspectral imaging, as a needed
improvement and advancement in existing HSI techniques. Our approach shows potential
for improving the speed at which spectral microscopy measurements may be using LEDs
for spectral excitation, allowing rapid wavelength-switching times. With optimization to
increase optical power available at the microscope stage, this approach could allow the
user to obtain simultaneous measurements of multiple cell-signaling molecules, cellular
anatomical structures, and indicators of cell physiology. Here, we have reported on the
initial design of a LED-based spectral excitation-scanning spectral microscope that uses a
novel multifaceted mirror to combine optical output from many LEDs. Benchtop testing
and initial feasibility studies demonstrate that this approach is capable of identifying
signals from many fluorescent labels in a multi-label sample. Wavelength switching
times for this system are very short (10-20 μs), however, image acquisition times were
longer than anticipated due to optical transmission losses in the prototype, as compared to
the ray trace model, and in the microscope body itself. Future work will focus on
mitigating transmission losses, increasing signal-to-noise ratio, and decreasing image
acquisition times.
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CHAPTER V: EXCITATION SCANNING HYPERSPECTRAL IMAGING AND
IMAGE ANALYSIS METHODS FOR ENDMEMBER IDENTIFICATION IN
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY STUDIES OF CALCIUM SIGNALING

This chapter details the manuscript titled “Excitation Scanning Hyperspectral Imaging and
Image Analysis Methods for Endmember Identification in Fluorescence Microscopy
Studies of Calcium Signaling” which was submitted to Sensors. Final published version
will vary from one shown below to accommodate journal requirements, formatting and
address reviewers’ comments received.
Marina Parker, Naga Annamdevula, Donald Pleshinger, Zara Ijaz, Josephine Jalkh,
Raymond Penn, Deepak Deshpande, Thomas Rich, and Silas Leavesley

5.1 Abstract
Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) technology has been applied in numerous
application fields for target detection and assessment. While HSI was originally
developed for remote sensing applications, modern uses include agriculture, historical
document authentication and medicine. HSI has also shown great utility in fluorescence
microscopy. Traditional fluorescence microscopy HSI techniques filter the fluorescence
emission over a broad range of wavelengths while only exciting the sample at one or a
few narrow wavelength bands. This approach has limited the practical image acquisition
speed due to light loss associated with spectral filtering of the fluorescence emission. To
address this limitation, we have implemented an alternative approach that scans the
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fluorescence excitation spectrum while providing broad-band detection of the
fluorescence emission. The excitation scanning approach may be especially useful for the
study of dynamic second messenger signals such as calcium (Ca 2+). We have previously
shown that filtering the fluorescence excitation rather than emission provides higher
signal-to-noise ratio images of biological samples. Here, we compare the effectiveness of
different spectral image analysis methods when applied to excitation scanning HSI image
data of agonist-induced Ca2+ responses in human airway smooth muscle cells
(HASMCs). We use a theoretical sensitivity framework to compare the performance of
Linear Unmixing (LU), Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM), Constrained Energy
Minimization (CEM), and Matched Filter (MF). We also extend the theoretical sensitivity
framework to enable filtering of unmixed endmember pixels so as to bias cell signaling
kinetic measurements towards pixels with sufficient signal strength. Results suggest that
excitation-scanning HSI and proper thresholding allow the detection of signals that may
otherwise be hidden by high cellular autofluorescence (AF) or limited signal strength.

5.2 Introduction
Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) technologies were originally developed by NASA
and the department of defense (DoD) for remote sensing and aerial photography 45. The
NASA Landsat Satellite missions are one of the earliest and most well-known
applications of HSI16. The first Landsat Satellite mission was Earth Resources Satellite
(ERTS-1) which launched on July 23rd, 197216. ERTS-1 was specifically devoted to the
use of HSI technologies for monitoring of Earth resources16,73. ERTS-1 contained a
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Multispectral Scanner System (MSS) that allowed collection of spectral image
information for land classification, monitoring of sea ice conditions, coastal water quality
and water pollution, measuring snow line elevation and melting rate, as well as crop and
soil classification.
More recently, HSI technologies have undergone a rapid development with
applications across a wide range of fields including food quality 14, agriculture22 and
medicine74. In the medical field, HSI technologies have been utilized with applications
ranging from subcellular to whole organ and in vivo small animal imaging. Specific
applications have included analysis of histology preparations for pathology diagnosis 37,
enabling multilabel and multiplexed fluorescent microscopy studies 28,32,75, separating
fluorescent labels from cellular autofluorescence31,42,42, analysis of cells and tissues using
spectral properties of native autofluorescence15,76, detection of cancers and other
pathologies by utilizing native tissue spectral properties37, and additional application
areas that have been summarized in several review articles8,26,74.
HSI has shown great promise in fluorescence microscopy for identifying the
spectral signatures of many fluorescent labels in the same sample 2,31,75. Most spectral
microscope approaches sample the spectrum of the emitted fluorescence, called emission
scanning. Emission scanning is an approach in which the fluorescence emission is filtered
at regular increments across a wavelength range (Figure 15 A-B). This technique can be
performed by employing filtering technologies, such as tunable filters or dispersion
technologies such as gratings or prisms8,15. However, the use of narrow wavelength bands
for emission filtering results in reduced signal available for detection. To compensate for
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reduced signal, image acquisition times are typically increased. Because of the increased
acquisition times, emission scanning HSI is often only suitable for imaging fixed cells or
slowly changing samples in order to avoid movement artifacts. In addition, long
acquisition times often lead to photobleaching artifacts that may limit the applicability of
emission scanning HSI1.
To address signal strength limitations, we have developed excitation scanning
approaches that improve the SNR and allow increased acquisition speeds when compared
to similarly-configured emission scanning approaches1,4,28,29. Excitation scanning
approaches (Figure 15 C-D) provide specificity by sampling the fluorescence excitation
spectrum of fluorophores, rather than the emission spectrum, while a broad-band or longpass emission filter can be used to detect the emitted fluorescence, increasing the signal
strength and allowing for reduced acquisition times 1,3,28,29. Reduced acquisition times, in
turn, allow for improved temporal sampling and reduced photobleaching artifacts 1–4.
In this study, we report on the ability of excitation scanning HSI for time-lapse
measurement of Ca2+ signals in human airway smooth muscle cells (HASMCs). We
chose HASMCs as a model system because of the critical role that localized Ca 2+ and
cyclic AMP (cAMP) play in maintaining contractile state. Recent studies highlight the
significance of signal localization in segregating contractile form non-contractile
agonists77–81. In order to understand the interplay between Ca2+ and cAMP signals,
HASMC contraction, and pathological conditions such as asthma, we need to be able to
simultaneously measure the abundance and distribution of multiple fluorophores
(fluorescent probes or labels) in single HASMCs in real time. Excitation scanning HSI is
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well suited for real-time multiplexed signal detection. Here we implement a theoretical
sensitivity framework that we have previously proposed65 to evaluate the performance of
a range of spectral analysis algorithms for detecting a Ca 2+ label in the midst of signals
from other labels and cellular autofluorescence. We then extend the theoretical sensitivity
framework to allow for pixel filtering in time-laps HSI images in an effort to more
effectively extract kinetic measurements from the image data. Results indicate that an
understanding of the characteristics of a spectral analysis algorithm for a given
application can be combined with pixel-filtering approaches to improve the performance
of quantitative feature measurements, such as extraction of Ca2+ dynamic trends from
single cell or subcellular regions of interest.
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Figure 15. Light path schematic and corresponding spectral scan range for fluorescence
emission scanning spectral microcopy (A&B) and fluorescence excitation-scanning
spectral microscopy (C&D). In emission scanning techniques, a narrow illumination band
is used to excite fluorescence at one or several wavelengths, while the fluorescence
emission is sampled at many narrow wavelength bands. In excitation-scanning, narrow
illumination bands are provided over an excitation range and the entire emission
spectrum is collected at each illumination band. This provides increased signal strength
for each spectral band acquired, while using fluorescence excitation spectral information
to differentiate between signal sources. This increased signal allows for improved image
acquisition speed and signal to noise characteristics.
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5.3 Materials and Methods

5.3.1 Cell Culture
Human airway smooth muscle cells (HASMCs) were isolated and cultured as
described previously82. Briefly, HASMCs were grown in 100 mm culture dishes and were
maintained in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagles Medium (DMEM, GIBCO) supplemented
with 5% fetal bovine serum (Gemini), basic fibroblast growth factor (SIGMA), epidermal
growth factor (Invitrogen), 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 μg/ml streptomycin (Gibco) at
pH 7.0. HASMCs were seeded on to 20 mm laminin-coated round glass coverslips and
were incubated 37°C and 5% CO2 for 48 hours (or until the cells were grown to 70-80%
confluency).
Prior to imaging, cells were loaded with 50 µM Cal 520-AM (Ca +2 indicator) and
were incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C. Cells were labelled with NucBlue (nuclear label)
and incubated at 37°C for 20 minutes. The coverslip was transferred to an attoflour
holder (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.,) and cells were assayed with an extracellular
buffer containing (mM): 145 NaCl, 4 KCl, 10 HEPES, 10 D-glucose, 1 MgC l2, 1 CaCl2,
pH 7.4. Additions were made from 1000X stock solutions. For single label controls,
HASMCs were labelled with either Cal 520 or NucBlue alone. Unlabeled cells were used
to measure the spectrum of cellular autofluorescence (AF).
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5.3.2 Hyperspectral Imaging Acquisition
Excitation scan-based hyperspectral image data (Table 8) were acquired utilizing
a TE-2000 inverted widefield fluorescence microscope (Nikon Instruments) equipped
with 20X objective (Plan Apo 20X, N/A 0.75), Xenon arc lamp (light source), and Prime
95B CMOS detector as previously described1,54,83. The image acquisition parameters are
described in Table 1. A set of thin-film tunable filters (VersaChrome, Semrock) were
mounted in a custom tiltable filter wheel (VF-5, Sutter Instruments) that allowed
switching between individual TFTFs and tuning of TFTFs by adjusting the angle of the
filter wheel. Cells were excited at different excitation wavelengths ranging from 360 nm
to 480 nm at 5 nm intervals using a tunable excitation filter. At each illumination/
excitation wavelength, the entire fluorescence emission was collected using a long pass
emission filter. After 5 minutes of baseline acquisition, cells were treated with either 50
µM carbachol or vehicle control. Excitation scan hyperspectral images were collected
every 30 seconds for 15 minutes. Spectral image stacks were exported as individual tiff
images using Nikon elements analysis software (Nikon Instruments Inc.) for subsequent
image analysis.
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Table 8. Experimental spectral microscope acquisition parameters.

Inverted epifluorescence widefield
microscope
(TE2000-U, Nikon Instruments,
Melville, NY)

Microscope

Light Source

Objective Lens
Parameter(s)

Prime 95B sCMOS camera
(Teledyne Photometrics, Tucson,
AZ)

300W Xenon arc lamp
with TFTF array
scan range of 360-480 nm
5 nm increments
Power: 100%

Detector

Plan Apo 20X,
N/A 0.75
(Nikon Instruments)

30 ms exposure time
0 averaging
2 x 2 binning
0 gain or offset
200 MHz readout speed

5.3.3 Hyperspectral Image Data Pre-processing
To account for background and wavelength-dependent attenuation, spectral image
data were corrected to a NIST-traceable spectral response as described previously 1. In
brief, the illumination power at each excitation wavelength was measured at the sample
stage using a laser power meter (ArgoPower, Argolight). The inverse of the illumination
power vs wavelength data series was normalized to calculate a spectral correction factor,
and spectral images were corrected by background subtraction and multiplying by the
spectral correction factor.
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5.3.4 Spectral Analysis Algorithms
5.3.4.1 Linear Unmixing.
Linear unmixing (LU)84 is a standard approach used by the fluorescence
microscopy spectral imaging community for estimating endmember abundances. LU
allows estimation of the abundance of each endmember present in each pixel, typically
using least-squares regression51,85 – for fluorescence microscopy this corresponds to an
estimation of the relative signal from each fluorescent label. To utilize linear unmixing,
control samples were prepared and imaged to build a spectral library a priori. Linear
unmixing was implemented using a modified version of the “lsqnonneg” function in
MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) which utilizes a non-negatively
constrained least-squares unmixing approach50,51 (EQ (2)).

x⃗ = ∑

a r⃗ + w⃗

(2)

where x⃗ is the detected pixel spectrum vector, a is the endmember, r⃗ is the respective
endmember spectrum and w⃗ is the additive observation noise vector.
5.3.4.2 Spectral Angle Mapper.
Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) is an algorithm that measures the spectral
similarities by finding the angle between the spectral signatures of two pixel vectors and
has been widely used in remote sensing due to its advantage of only requiring the target
endmember spectrum to be known. The angle between pixels and the reference spectrum
is then used to classify the image, usually by applying a global threshold 87. SAM was
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implemented using a custom MATLAB script to calculate the arccosine of the dot
product of the spectra between the measured pixel spectrum and the i th endmember
spectrum65,87 (EQ (3))
θ = cos

⃗⋅ ⃗

(3)

∥ ⃗ ∥ ∙ ∥ ⃗∥

where r⃗ is the test spectrum and x⃗ is the reference spectrum.
5.2.4.3 Constrained Energy Minimization.
Constrained energy minimization (CEM) is an algorithm that applies a
mathematical filter to amplify the desired spectral signature while minimizing the output
energy (e.g., background noise) resulting from target sources other than the desired
target. CEM utilizes an optical linear operator, L

(EQ (4), to minimize the intensity of

undesired signatures while intensifying desired signatures. When using CEM, only the
target endmember signature need be known. However, CEM does present limitations as it
is a single-targe-detection method and therefore, does not allow the preprocessing of
known undesired targets for detection inhancement 65,84,88.
L

=R

r⃗ r⃗ R

r⃗

(4)

where the inverse of the sample correlation matrix of the observation pixel vectors
(R

) is calculated as:
R

=

∑

⃗ ⃗

(5)
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5.3.4.4 Matched Filter.
Matched Filter (MF) is an algorithm used to quantify the abundance of a known
spectral signature by partially unmixing the desired endmember from the image and
maximizing the intensity while minimizing remaining signatures 65,84,89. The MF
algorithm increases the signal-to-noise ratio for the desired endmember while minimizing
the background signals by calculating a rejection operator (EQ (6))
P = I − UU #

(6)

where U represents all signatures in the spectral library acquired a priori, while excluding
the targe endmember, U # is the pseudo-inverse of U and is calculated by:
U # = (U U) U

(7)

The rejection operator (EQ (8)) is then used to calculate the filter operator, a ,
(EQ (9)) used for calculating the abundance by MF method.
q⃗ = r⃗ P

(8)

a = q⃗(x⃗)

(9)

5.3.5 Theoretical Sensitivity Analysis Approaches
A theoretical sensitivity analysis (TSA) framework that was previously
described65 was implemented to estimate the performance of various spectral image
analysis algorithms for detection of the Cal 520 signal in excitation scanning spectral
image data. To accomplish this, a region of interest (ROI) containing all spectral
components (except for the endmember spectra) was selected from each control sample
to perform the TSA. Next, a binary mask corresponding to the selected ROI was created
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using ImageJ (EQ (10)) and the target endmember was multiplied by a scalar (a) and
added to each pixel in the region.
x⃗ = x⃗ +ar⃗

(10)

The value of a was varied across a range so as to result in a series of images, each
with a different level of the target signature added to a selected region of the spectral
autofluorescence image. This allowed creation of a specified region within the image
with a known simulated ground truth for the target signature, in this case Cal 520.
The resulting spectral images were analyzed to produce three curves: a theoretical
sensitivity curve (TSC, see example in Figure 16A ), a thresholded positive pixel curve
(TPPC, Figure 16B) and a receiver operator characteristic (ROC, Figure 16C) curve. The
TSC was generated by plotting pixel intensity values for each pixel with the region as a
function of the scaling factor. The mean pixel intensity was also calculated for each
scaling factor value and fit to a linear response. The TSC allows visualization of the
relationship between the ground truth signal intensity and the measured intensity,
identifying linearity and variability of signal response. The TPPC was generated using a
threshold to separate positive and negative pixels. The total number of positive pixels per
entire image was obtained and plotted as a function of the scaling factor. False positive
detections reflect the detection of positive pixels when a value of 0 target endmember
was added. True positive detections are displayed as an increase in the number of positive
pixels beyond the number of false positive detections. The TPPC allows visualization of
the performance of the analysis algorithm, when used as a classifier for discriminating
positive from negative pixels. The ROC curve was generated by fixing the scaling factor
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and defining a range of threshold values at which to quantify the number of positive
pixels inside and outside the region. The true and false positive detection rates were
defined by the assumption that all pixels within the region should be positive and all
pixels outside the region should be negative (for an ideal classifier). Hence, at each
threshold level the true and false positive detection rates were measured to generate the
ROC curve. The ROC curve provides an overall visualization of spectral analysis
algorithm performance.

Figure 16. Example theoretical sensitivity curves generated utilizing non-negatively
constrained linear unmixing. The TSC was generated by plotting the unmixed intensity of
each pixel in the selected ROI, for different levels of added endmember signal. The black
squares represent the pixel intensities while the red error bars represent the standard
deviation of the pixel intensities. The TSC can be used to visualize the linearity of detected
signal response as a function of signal added. B) The thresholded positive pixel curve
(TPPC) was generated by plotting the number of pixels within the entire image that were
detected as “positive” as defined by an intensity above a specific threshold, in this example
threshold = 15 A.U. The TPPC can be used to visualize the number of unmixed “positive”
pixels above a fixed threshold value as a function of endmember signal added to pixels in
the ROI. The TPPC also allowed visualization of the detection response slope and the false
positive rate. A more vertical response (increased slope) signifies an increased ability to
discriminate negative and positive pixels. C) The receiver operator characteristic (ROC)
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curve was generated by counting the number of positive pixels that were detected within
the ROI as true positive detections while counting the number of positive pixels counted
outside of the ROI as false positive detections. The number of true positive and false
positive detections was measured for a range of detection threshold levels at a fixed level
of target endmember signal that was added to the ROI. The ROC curve can be used to
characterize the detection performance, with ideal target detection represented by an area
under the curve equal to 1.

5.3.6 Pixel Threshold Analysis Approach
To improve the reliability of kinetic measurements and to remove bias from noncell background pixels, the detection threshold can be utilized to allow quantification of
only pixels above a minimum detectable limit within a field of view or single-cell region.
Utilizing a pixel filtering technique may help to identify subtle changes in time course
dynamics that would not be visible when averaging signal from all pixels within a field or
large region. These signals, essentially, are hidden or diluted by signals from background
pixels or those with weak labeling. To implement the pixel filtering approach, a binary
mask was created and used to filter the Cal 520 signal using three different threshold
levels: 0 (no threshold), 20 (threshold calculated using the theoretical sensitivity
analysis), and 24 (threshold calculated using Otsu as implemented in ImageJ software 90).
Time-dependent Cal 520 signal levels were quantified for the entire field. In addition,
single-cell regions were defined, and Cal 520 signal traces were measured for three
different cells using each pixel filtering threshold level.
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5.4 Results and Discussion

5.4.1 Experimental Results and discussion
Agonist-induced Ca2+ responses were measured using excitation scanning HSI
and analysis approaches. For spectral analysis, a priori information was first acquired to
measure the pure spectrum of each endmember (Figure 17). Pure spectra were extracted
from spectral images of single labeled samples: HASMCs unlabeled (Figure 17A) and
labeled with Cal 520 (Figure 17 B) and NucBlue (Figure 17 C). These pure spectra were
used to construct spectral library (Figure 17 D).
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Figure 17. Spectral library was constructed using spectra measured from single label
control samples. False colored spectral images of the unlabeled cells (A), cells labelled
with Cal 520 (B), and cells labeled with NucBlue (C). Pure spectra were extracted from
each single labeled sample and were used to construct the spectral library (D).

Fluorescence excitation scanning HSI data of Ca2+ signaling in HASMCs were
then analyzed to detect each endmember. For visualization in a print format, single time
points have been selected for viewing time-lapse microscopy data (Figure 18). The full
time-lapse image data set for this study is available in [Supplemental Video 1]. Results
from non-negatively constrained linear unmixing (LU) demonstrate the ability to separate
the Ca2+ label signal (Cal 520) from the NucBlue and Autofluorescence. Results indicate
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that all 3 signals are identifiable and that the residual root mean square (RMS) (Figure
18) error is less than any of the unmixed endmembers. Increased Ca 2+ signaling activity is
clearly visible at time point 340s, after addition of 50 µM carbachol and dynamics can be
visualized in Supplemental Video 1.

Figure 18. Linear spectral unmixing of spectral images from Cal 520 labeled HASMCs.
All wavelength bands were summed to show the total intensity of raw spectral images
(column 1) at different time points. A region of interest corresponding to a single cell was
selected to illustrate the change in spectral shape over time (Column 2). The primary
contributors to the mixed spectrum were NucBlue (peak at 360 nm) and Cal 520 (peak at
520 nm). Note that the Cal 520 contribution is increased at time point 340s, which is 40s
after agonist addition. Columns 3 – 5 show false colored unmixed endmember images of
NucBlue, Cal 520 and AF signals. Column 6 shows the RMS error associated with linear
spectral unmixing. The color bar at the right represents the color lookup table used to
visualize Ca2+ signal intensity in Column 4.
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Four spectral analysis algorithms – LU, SAM, CEM, and MF – were utilized to
evaluate the ability to separate and identify endmember signals in fluorescence
excitation-scanning timelapse HSI data (Figure 19). All algorithms were able to identify
dynamic changes in Cal 520 due to changes in Ca 2+ signaling. However, the different
algorithms presented different abilities to separate endmember signals. For example,
SAM is a spectral angle measure and not an unmixing algorithm and as such, provided
spectral angle measurements that when viewed as images displayed contributions from
endmembers other than the target endmember. Most notable is that AF signal is visible in
the SAM channel for Cal 520. All the other three analysis algorithms (CEM, LU, MF) are
subpixel analysis techniques and provided endmember images with visibly lower
contributions from endmembers other than the target endmember. However, subtle
analysis artifacts can still be visualized, especially when viewing [Supplemental Video
1]. For example, time-dependent changes in the NucBlue can be seen, which are likely
artifactual. Nuclear signal should be relatively static over the span of these experiments
time, and rapid changes in nuclear signal are likely due to Cal 520 signal incorrectly
identified as NucBlue. This incorrect signal assignment is more apparent in CEM than
LU and MF and is also present in the AF channel.
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Figure 19. A comparison of 4 common spectral analysis algorithms for identifying
endmembers in excitation scanning spectral image data. Analyzed images were displayed
using a greyscale lookup table for each endmember: NucBlue, Cal 520, and
autofluorescence (AF). Images were analyzed using constrained energy minimization
(CEM), linear unmixing (LU), matched filtering (MF), and spectral angle mapper (SAM).
A video showing the full timelapse data set can be viewed in [Supplemental Video 1]. The
same look-up tables were used for both Figures 18 and 19 to permit comparison.

5.4.2 Theoretical Sensitivity Analysis Results and Discussion
In microscopy, it is often prohibitively difficult to establish a known ground truth
for a specific location in a cell signaling experiment. To assess spectral image analysis
performance, a theoretical sensitivity framework may be used to estimate detection
sensitivity and specificity. This is advantageous as the contributions due to cellular
autofluorescence are unknown and variable. Here, we evaluate the performance of four
conventional spectral analysis algorithms (LU, SAM, CEM, MF) for identifying a target
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endmember in the midst of other endmembers and confounding AF in fluorescence
excitation scanning HSI data (Figure 20).
The TSC was used to visualize the analyzed intensity of each pixel within a
region as a function of the amount of target endmember added. LU (Figure 20 A) and MF
(Figure 20 J) analyses provided a linear response (denoted by the black line) to increasing
target endmember, while SAM (Figure 20 D) and CEM (Figure 20 G) responses were
nonlinear. By inspecting the standard deviation (red error bars), it can be seen that the
standard deviation for LU and MF were insensitive to the amount of target endmember
added, while SAM showed a decreasing standard deviation as a function of increasing
endmember added, and CEM provided an increasing standard deviation for increasing
target endmember added.
The threshold positive pixel curve (TPPC) was used to visualize the ability to
detect positive pixels in the image, given a specified detection threshold. In specific, the
TPPC provides the ability to visualize both the false positive level (the baseline number
of positive pixels detected when no target endmember signal is added) as well as the
slope of the transition from pixels being detected as negative to being detected as
positive. LU and MF algorithms (Figure 20 B, K) displayed a more vertical slope of the
TPPC, indicating the ability to detect positive pixels once the amount of the target
endmember was at or above the detection threshold. For SAM (Figure 20 E), pixels with
angles less than the detection threshold (in this case, 0.98 radians) were defined as
positive, as the SAM algorithm calculates the spectral angle in radians where a small
spectral angle indicates a high similarity between endmember and unknown pixel spectra.
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For SAM, 3870 pixels (1.5 % of total pixels) were detected as positive (below the 0.98
radian threshold) prior to adding any Cal 520 signal. This indicates that the AF signature
was sufficiently similar to Cal 520 in these pixels as to produce a false positive detection.
If a 1.5% false positive detection rate were unacceptable, a more stringent threshold
could be selected at the expense of reduced sensitivity for detecting true positive pixels.
The ROC curve was used to visualize the overall performance of pixel
classification based on results from each analysis algorithm. The area under the ROC
curve is typically the most valuable indicator of detection performance, although the
shape of the ROC curve may also be informative. All four algorithms produced different
ROC curve shapes, with SAM (Figure 20 F) presenting the best result with an area under
the curve (AUC) of 0.964, followed by LU, MF and finally CEM (Figure 20 C, I, L) with
areas of 0.963, 0.957, and 0.872, respectively. This signifies that when performing a
sensitivity analysis based on the ROC curve, SAM would out-perform the other
algorithms. However, when considering all aspects of the theoretical sensitivity
framework (TSC, TPPC, and ROC), linear unmixing presented improved ability to
separate signals from the different endmembers. This is likely because SAM is intended
for use to make classification decisions, but not to visualize identified endmember
distributions.
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Figure 20. A theoretical sensitivity analysis was applied using 4 spectral analysis
algorithms for identifying fluorescence excitation scanning signals. Three curves were
calculated for each analysis algorithm: The Theoretical Sensitivity Curve (TSC),
Thresholded Positive Pixel Curve (TPPC), and Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC)
curve. TSC and TPPC plots were generated by adding the spectrum of the target
endmember, Cal 520, to a specified region of interest (ROI) in set amounts (increments of
1 were 0-30, 0-25, 0-25, and 0-30 for LU, SAM, CEM and MF respectively). ROC scale
factors were 5 for all algorithms. Threshold values for TPPC were 15 for LU, 0.98 radians
for SAM, and 15 for both CEM and MF. ROC threshold values were varied from 0-50 in
increments of 1 for LU, CEM, and MF. ROC threshold values for SAM were varied from
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0-1.8 radians. ROC performance, as described by area under the curve (AUC), was 0.964
for SAM, 0.963 for LU, 0.957 for MF and 0.872 CEM.

5.4.3 Pixel Threshold Analysis Results and Discussion
Biological samples frequently have a higher variability than is encountered in
traditional satellite or aerial remote sensing applications. In addition, cellular
autofluorescence often confounds measurements of target signatures. We have previously
shown that a theoretical sensitivity analysis framework can be used to provide an
estimate of the images with varying autofluorescence. A minimum detectable limit (the
detection threshold) is evaluated in the theoretical sensitivity analysis and this limit can
be further used to identify pixels that have a detectable signal level and those that do not
(a signal may be present but is not above the detection threshold). This is advantageous,
as traditional cell signaling assays often quantify the signal level for the entire field of
view, or at best specify a region of interest such as one or several cells. However, when
specifying the whole field of view or large regions, it is likely that error will be present
due to non-cell background pixels. In addition, when analyzing data from specific, single
cell regions, there may be pixels within a region that present low or in practice unusable
levels of fluorescent label. These weakly labeled pixels may bias extracted timedependent kinetic measurements.
The Cal 520 signal was filtered using three different threshold levels: 0 (no threshold,
Figure 21 A), 20 (A.U.) (threshold calculated using the theoretical sensitivity analysis,
(Figure 20 B), and 24 (A.U.) (threshold calculated using Otsu as implemented in ImageJ
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software90, (Figure 20 C) Cal 520 signal levels were quantified for the entire field (Figure
20 D). Each pixel filtering threshold level was used to measure traces of Cal 520 signal
for defined single-cell regions (Figure 20 E, F, and G). We observed different signal trace
kinetics for the entire field (ensemble average response) and for each cell selected,
although all cells displayed increased signaling activity after treatment with 50 µM
carbachol. These observations can be seen in [Supplemental Video 2]. The application of
pixel filtering through the binary mask resulted in identification of more subtle Cal 520
signal variations for the entire field, as well as for cells 1 and 2. The results of pixel
thresholding were least pronounced for cell 3, which appeared to be very well labeled (all
pixels above the minimum detectable limit threshold). Hence, a pixel thresholding
technique such as this may be helpful in identifying subtle changes in Ca 2+ of other cell
signaling agent dynamics, given the caveat that pixel filtering also may provide an
additional analysis step that could introduce signal measurement bias or artifact if used
inappropriately.
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Figure 21. Effects of pixel filtering on time-lapse excitation-scanning Ca2+ image data
acquired using excitation scanning spectral imaging microscopy and matched filter (MF)
analysis. Thresholds for pixel filtering were determined using a theoretical sensitivity
analysis and a standard Otsu thresholding algorithm available in ImageJ. A representative
unmixed image of Cal 520 at time point 40 s after treatment obtained using the MF
algorithm (A). The Cal 520 image from panel A was also processed using pixel filtering
to remove low intensity (below detection limit) pixels using a threshold estimated from
the theoretical sensitivity analysis (B, threshold = 20) and from Otsu (C, threshold = 24).
The field of view averaged time course for Cal 520 signal as estimated from the original
and pixel-filtered image sets (D). Agonist-induced Ca2+ signals in three different cells
(cells 1, 2, and 3 shown as red, yellow, and blue regions on image panels A, B, and C)
were measured from the original and pixel-filtered image sets (E – (cell1), F – (cell2),
and G – (cell3)).

5.5 Conclusions
Hyperspectral imaging technologies have undergone rapid development from the
initial applications in remote sensing to a wide range of current applications. HSI has
aided numerous applications within the biomedical field, especially for fluorescence
microscopy studies. However, there is still much potential to improve both HSI hardware
(acquisition) and software (analysis) for use in live cell, tissue, and whole organism
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imaging. Specifically, new approaches are needed to enhance the sensitivity and temporal
sampling capabilities of HSI systems. The excitation scanning HSI system utilized in this
study achieves spectral selectivity by sampling the fluorescence excitation spectrum,
while allowing detection of a broad emission band, resulting in increased signal
compared to traditional emission-scanning approaches. These capabilities could greatly
benefit the cell signaling field, as multilabel and multiplexed labeling strategies could
allow detection of signaling molecules (Ca2+, cAMP, etc.) simultaneously with
identification of other cell structural or cytoskeletal elements (f-actin, mitochondria, etc.).
These approaches could also potentially allow for use of autofluorescence signals as
either a fiducial marker or metabolic marker66. Visualizing and quantifying these markers
simultaneously would help investigators to understand signaling events within the context
of relevant cellular anatomy and cytoskeleton, including potentially cytoskeletal
rearrangement. In addition, the ability to quantify spatial and temporal distributions of
multiple intracellular signals and readouts of signaling pathways would aid in
understanding the complex interactions involved in compartmentalized signaling and
signaling interactions.
In this study we have demonstrated the use of excitation-scanning HSI for live
cell Ca2+ imaging, although we anticipate that this approach would be relevant to
measurement of other signaling molecules and cell physiologic events. We have also
evaluated four analysis algorithms that have been previously used in the remote sensing
field (LU, SAM, CE, and MF) for the ability to detect and discriminate fluorescence
excitation signatures in time lapse spectral image data of Ca 2+ cell signaling experiments.
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Finally, we have combined these algorithms with a theoretical sensitivity analysis
framework and pixel thresholding techniques to improve the ability to extract Ca 2+
kinetic data from a field of view or single cell regions. These results illustrate the
importance of employing proper detection and thresholding limits for a given ROI when
identifying and quantifying agonist-induced signaling events. All three subpixel analysis
techniques (CEM, LU, MF) provided a high ability to quantify the Cal 520 signal. The
classification analysis algorithm (SAM) was able to identify regions of Cal 520 signal,
but regions also contained high levels of contributions from other endmembers. Hence,
SAM could be useful for identifying regions within an image but was not suitable for
quantifying Cal 520 signal over time. The theoretical sensitivity framework allowed
visualization the linearity of response of each spectral analysis algorithm. This
information may be valuable when identifying analysis algorithms that respond linearly
and when assessing the minimum detectable limit for a specific spectral imaging
experiment. The theoretical sensitivity framework was then extended to allow estimation
of a minimum detectable limit for use in pixel filtering. Results indicated that pixel
filtering may help to remove bias from unlabeled or weakly labeled pixels, especially
when measuring bulk signals from an entire field of view. When pixel filtering was
applied to whole field time lapse data, the resultant Cal 520 time course included subtle
kinetic features that were not present in unfiltered data – features that were likely washed
out by averaging with background pixels. Hence, the use of excitation scanning HSI with
suitable spectral analysis algorithms and pixel filtering may provide a mechanism for
measuring subtle kinetic events in cell signaling and other live cell dynamic assays.
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CHAPTER VI: MODEL BASED SYSTEMS ENGINEERING VIEW FOR
EARLY-STAGE FEASIBILITY AND DEVELOPMENT OF A NOVEL
HYPERSPECTRAL CONFOCAL IMAGING MICROSCOPE

This chapter details the manuscript titled “A Model Based Systems Engineering and
Systems Thinking View for Early-Stage Feasibility and Development of a Novel
Hyperspectral Confocal Imaging Platform” which is intended for submission to MDPI
Systems Engineering. If accepted, final published version may vary from one shown below
to accommodate journal requirements, and address reviewers’ comments.

Marina Parker, Santina C. Johnson, Thomas Rich, Silas J. Leavesley, Robert Cloutier

6.1 Abstract
Model based systems engineering (MBSE) has become an increasingly utilized
approach to represent system lifecycles. In this paper, we used MBSE diagrams and
systems engineering thinking to present early feasibility data showing that spectral image
data acquired from a prototype of the system can be calibrated to achieve an accurate
excitation spectral response and so, allowing the system to function in excitationscanning hyperspectral imaging (HSI) mode thereby, improving limitations existing
within HSI microscopy applications. A novel HSI confocal microscope (ExScHSICM)
system of systems prototype has been developed to implement excitation-scanning for
confocal microscopy. Preliminary calibration results demonstrate that excitation-scanning
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HSI data may be acquired from a spinning disk confocal platform. This is a significant
feature that if successfully implemented, an excitation-scanning hyperspectral imaging
spinning disk confocal microscope could provide rapid spectral imaging speeds that
would allow for live cell, multilabel measurements in cell and tissue specimens.

6.2 Introduction

Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) technologies stem from remote sensing missions
developed by NASA 74. Since their early remote sensing applications, various fields such
as mineralogical mapping of the earth’s surface, agriculture, environment control,
military defense and medicine have adopted HSI technologies 10,16,22,74,91. Due to the
capability for delivering assessments of tissue pathophysiology to study biomarkers and
genomic interactions based on spectral characteristics of different tissue, hyperspectral
imaging (HSI) methods have become increasingly prevalent in the medical field. In
particular, HSI has shown great promise in fluorescence microscopy applications for
separating signatures from many fluorescent molecules. Unfortunately, HSI acquisition
speeds have been slow due to the need to acquire signal in many spectral bands and the
light losses associated with spectral filtering1. Current confocal imaging microscope
systems cannot acquire sufficient signal to image more than 3-4 fluorescent labels in 3dimensional (3D) and in real time2,27,56,74,92,93. Therefore, we propose an excitation (Ex)scanning approach. Excitation-scanning is an alternative approach which enables filtering
the excitation light and detection of the entire emitted signal in contrast to currently
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implemented emission (Em) scanning methods which filter the emitted light, resulting in
detecting a small portion of the emission signal present in each channel and consequently
low signal strength.
Similar to the progression of HSI over time, Systems Engineering and Systems
Thinking methods and practices have evolved over decades to reason about the
complexity of interdisciplinary systems and systems of systems (SoS)

6,40,94

. A widely

known framework of Systems Thinking is Heilmier’s Catechism – a set of methodical
critical-thinking questions developed by George H. Heilmier (DARPA director, 19751977) 95, that over the years have become a hallmark for engineering research and
innovation. In addition, a complimentary tool is an approach known as model based
systems engineering (MBSE) is a practice that has become increasingly applied to
strengthen the requirements, design, analysis, verification, and validation processes
5,6,41,96–98

associated with the development of complex systems 41,94,99. NASA uses MBSE

as a means to keep track of system complexities for space exploration medical systems
development due to MBSE’s ability to provide improved shared understanding of system
needs and constraints between stakeholders and the benefits of utilizing a common
language for analysis 97.
In this paper, we implement Heilmier’s Catechism along with MBSE to address
limited signal strength drawbacks present in high-speed, hyperspectral confocal imaging.
We present a top-level MBSE view of theoretically evaluating the possibility of
combining excitation-scanning HSI with a spinning disk confocal microscope platform.
We introduce a novel SoS prototype, and experimentally demonstrate that an excitation97

scanning HSI module can be effectively coupled to a spinning disk confocal microscope
and calibrated such as to provide an accurate spectroscopic response, through integrating
two main systems: a NKT FIU-15 supercontinuum laser as the illumination source –
allowing acquisition of spectral images as a function of excitation wavelength with the
Yokogawa’s CSU-W1 spinning disk systems for excitation-scanning hyperspectral
imaging. Early feasibility results show a promising proof-of-concept for ExScHSICM
SoS development and that this SoS may enable the study and understanding of 3D
spatially constrained cell signals kinetics – a capability absent within the current state-ofthe-art microscope systems. When full integrated with a spinning disk confocal
microscope platform, excitation-scanning HSI is expected to provide considerable
scientific advancements by broadening the range and capabilities of cellular signaling
studies.
6.3 Addressing the problem – Using Heilmier’s Catechism
The authors use a modified Heilmier Catechism in this paper to characterize the
challenge of designing a high-speed, hyperspectral imaging, spinning-disk confocal
imaging system. The following sections will address this problem by addressing these
questions:
a) What are you trying to do?
b) How is it done today, and what are the limits of current practice?
c) What is new in your approach and why do you think it will be successful?
d) Who cares and if you are successful, what impact will success have?
e) What are the risks and the payoffs?
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f) What are the midterm and final "exams" to check for and measure success?
g) What are the risks and the payoffs?
h) Distribution, cost, and development period

6.3.1 What are you trying to do?
The goal of this work is to design a novel high-speed, hyperspectral imaging,
spinning-disk confocal imaging system that allows simultaneous measurement of
molecular dynamics and interactions in multiple cell-signaling molecules and cellular
anatomical structures. Figure 22 shows a high level internal body diagram of main SoS
interfaces, systems, and subsystems. Arrows represent connections between systems, and
a red arrow line was constructed to account for the future software system integration.

Figure 22. SoS System’s Operations Concept (OpsCon) shown in an internal body diagram
(ibd) for a spinning disk confocal laser microscopy (SDCLM) with the CSU-W1
(Yokogawa) spinning disk system.
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6.3.2 How is it done today, and what are the limits of current practice?
An ideal acquisition system would encompass high resolution – to capture details
at sufficient spatial resolution as is necessary to answer all questions posed by a specific
biological study, a high dynamic range cable of accurately measuring intensity, and a
high sensitivity – to allow detection of weakly fluorescent samples and simultaneous
sampling at high frame rates so that it can capture the dynamic changes within the cell.
However, no system exists that allows optimization of all these elements independently
(resolution, speed, sensitivity). Current acquisition systems require researchers to
compromise by choosing which of the parameters are important to optimize while
accepting reduced performance in other parameter100. Apropos of signal limitations,
current emission-scanning (Figure 23) systems achieve multi-label measurements by
using spatially dynamic optics such as dispersive systems – which are generally housed
between the sample and the detector array for emission wavelength dispersion and
spectrally dynamic optical systems such as filter wheels for fluorescence emissionscanning 74. However, both systems result in limited signal strength in each narrow-band
detection channel. Consequently, due to these signal strength limitations, there are
currently no commercially available confocal systems that allow high-speed, threedimensional, hyperspectral multi-label measurements 3,43,101
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Figure 23. Simplified emission-scanning spectral microcopy light path for fluorescence
where a narrow illumination band is used to excite fluorescence at one or several
wavelengths, while sampling the fluorescence emission at many narrow wavelength bands.

6.3.3 What is new in your approach and why do you think it will be successful?
To implement high-speed hyperspectral imaging on a spinning disk confocal
microscope, we propose an approach that will utilize spectral scanning of the
fluorescence excitation, excitation-scanning hyperspectral imaging. The excitationscanning spinning disk confocal microscope SoS is expected to be successful because it
combines current renowned commercially available systems to implement excitationscanning HSI – an approach we previously demonstrated has shown increased SNR when
compared to a similarly-configured emission-scanning HSI system 1–4,28,66,102. This
increased signal strength can allow time sensitive and 3D studies 1–4,28,66,102..
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A high-level physical architectural overview103 (Figures 24 & 25) of the ExScHSICM
SoS show levels one and two of the main independent commercially available systems in
a context that when integrated together, create a more complex system which are often
communicated as a system of systems. Major systems that make up this SoS are the
spinning disk confocal microscope, the broad spectral output light source, the tunable
filter, and the custom dichroic mirror. Brief descriptions of each are provided next.
- Spinning Disk Confocal Microscope Integrated Systems: This encompasses a
Nikon Eclipse Ti inverted microscope with a CSU-W1 (Yokogawa) confocal
scanner head, an Andor Borealis beam conditioning unit (BCU 200) and a highly
sensitive CCD camera (Andor iXon Life 888).
- Broadband Light Source System: NKT FIU-15 Supercontinuum Laser which
allows delivery of high brightness, diffraction limited light, in the entire 390-2400
nm region. To make this light source tunable, a tunable filter (TF) was added to
the SoS.
- Tunable Filter System: NKT SuperK SELECT UV/VIS-Nir AOTF – a system
that holds an Acousto-Optic Tunable Filter technology based multi-channel
tunable filter that allows access to up to eight simultaneous, freely tunable
channels. Tunable wavelength (λ) range is 400 nm to 2400 nm.
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Figure 24. High Level SoS Physical Architecture Level 1
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Figure 25. High Level SoS Physical Architecture Level 2

6.3.4 Who cares and if you are successful, what impact will success have?
Successful development of ExScHSICM will enable a wide range of studies (such
as cell signaling and cellular biomechanics), by providing data currently unattainable due
to spectral filtering signal loss limitations. This is achievable from increases in the overall
system’s sensitivity consequent from implementation of excitation-scanning which
greatly increased SNR over emission-scanning techniques28,76.The increased sensitivity
plays a major role in decreasing required acquisition time and reduces risks of
photobleaching artifacts while allowing high-speed rates required for time dependent
assays such as calcium signaling and FRET which require spectral video imaging 104–106.
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In addition, in highly fluorescent microscopy applications, excitation-scanning allows
detection of additional signals that are otherwise missed and those added signals can be
for improved endmember identification.

6.3.5 What are the risks and the payoffs?
Midterm exam goal was to insure that ExScHSICM was demonstrated in a
relevant environment (imaging conditions) and that the systems within the SoS can be
successfully integrated. In addition, success was dependent on the ability to confirm that
the preliminary integrated SoS prototype captures all internal and external SoS
interdependencies so that correct design options have been selected, interfaces have been
identified, and verification methods have been identified. In this paper, we report on
results of demonstrating the SoS in a relevant environment through system and interface
integration by `spectrofluorometer data and system performance in discrimination of
spectrally colored beads when compared to Zeiss LSM 980 commercial emissionscanning spectral confocal microscope and an excitation-scanning inverted
epifluorescence widefield microscope. Final exam success is determined by success of
the following:
- Software subsystem integration to allow for the SoS to be controlled through one
software interface.
- System’s ability to successfully discriminate 10+ labels including
autofluorescence.
- System’s sampling frequency range of 0.01 to 100 Hz to enable a wide range of
studies such as calcium signaling waves and sparks.
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6.3.6 What are the midterm and final "exams" to check for and measure success?
One of the minor risks involved with this SoS development was software
development compatibility since there are currently no available software to allow
controlling the light source from the imaging acquisition software. Thus, the system is
currently not highspeed. To mitigate this risk, a software interface solution is under
development. An additional risk involved was the time frame required for development
due to complexity of the various systems integrated together. Each system required
calibration before and after integration to insure optimization of optical transmission,
intensities, and alignment. To mitigate this risk, many of the major systems used were
already existing in our lab with a known performance standard. This allowed for only
having to characterize the light source before and after calibration since that was the only
newly integrated system to our current existing setup. No major risks are associated with
this approach due to the following:
- We have previously demonstrated that excitation-scanning methods have
significant increase in SNR over emission-scanning for biological samples, thus
minimizing the risk of premise implementation 1.
- The modular systems integrated to create ExScHSICM SoS are easily accessible
and require little to no additional costs to be implemented in this SoS.

Development success would reduce acquisition times, in turn, allow for improved
highspeed imaging, temporal sampling and reduced photobleaching artifacts 1–4. These are
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key elements currently limited by technological capabilities preventing many timedependent biological studies.

6.3.7 Distribution, Cost, and development period
The focus of our current research has been to conceptually design and
experimentally evaluate the feasibility for designing an excitation-scanning spectral
spinning disk confocal microscope. While it is important to also consider aspects of final
system cost and distribution if such a system is successful and is to be adopted by the
scientific community, at this time, there are no distribution efforts planned. In the
development of many new microscope system development, early-stage versions of the
system are often reproduced at other institutions by faculty members, before they are ever
made commercially available, thus we report on major dissemination costs associated
with ExScHSICM SoS. Major costs are dependent on the cost of commercially available
systems and thus costs are governed by the manufacture’s set pricing to purchase each
modular system and integrate them to construct the ExScHSICM SoS (Table 9). It is
worth noting that this table does not include additional systems such as software, sample
and stage control systems, various microscope objectives and imaging and analysis
computers. All major systems and components are easily accessible for purchase. Time of
system development is proportionate to the time needed for purchase, delivery, and
systems – interfaces integration. ExScHSICM is currently still undergoing integration as
the system’s software subsystem is undergoing development. The software designed for
FU15, is not compatible with Nikon Elements software, and therefore, we were unable to
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send commands to the laser unit from one software interface (Elements). The Nikon –
NKT Software subsystem synchronization is currently undergoing development.
Two options were under consideration: the first is controlling the systems through third
party software such as Nikon Elements or Micromanager which both allow serial port
commands. The second option is using TTL / analog hardware control. A script for
controlling the laser and AOTF unit is currently in progress. Final software integration is
expected to be completed by November 2022.

Table 9. Approximate cost of major systems and subsystems in ExScHSICM
System

Description

Eclipse Ti

Inverted microscope

CSU-W1

Confocal spinning disk unit

BCU 200

Manufacturer

Cost

Nikon

$100,000

Yokogawa

$75,000

Borealis-beam conditioning unit

Andor

$8,450

iXon Life 888

Highly sensitive CCD camera

Andor

$19,000

FIU-15

Supercontinuum laser

NKT

$60,400

SuperK SELECT & RFD

UV/VIS-Nir AOTF

NKT

$17,800

SuperK CONNECT & FD10

Broadband fiber delivery system

NKT

$4,850

Custom Dichroics

Filters

Chroma

$3000

6.4 Spectral Imaging Feasibility Testing
Two early stage experiments were conducted to assess the spectroscopic
characteristics of the prototype system: a test of the spectral response using a sample of
known spectral characteristics and a test of the ability to discriminate several different
fluorescent labels using a mixture of fluorescently-labeled polystyrene microspheres
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6.4.1 SoS Systems Integration Set Up
A simplified overview of the SoS setup (Figure 26.) shows main connections
between the light source and AOTF systems. In addition, a block for the fiber cable (FD
10) CONNECT into the microscope – spinning disk – BCU – camera and imaging and
analysis computer setup. Note that a separate computer system (shown in yellow)
represents a separate computer system used to command the NKT systems. In addition,
an excitation and emission-scanning simplified light path is presented in Figure 27.

Figure 26. Overview of SoS set-up for Imaging Acquisition
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Figure 27. Simplified SoS light path
6.4.2 Image Acquisition
A high level OpsCon (Figure 28) was created to outline the feasibility testing
process.
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Figure 28. Overview of SoS set-up for Imaging Acquisition

6.4.3 Spectral Calibration and Response
Spectroscopic response was validated by measuring the spectra of two common
fluorescent molecules, fluorescein, and rhodamine, using the prototype system, and
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comparing the results to measurements made using an industry-standard QuantaMaster
40 spectrofluorometer (Photon Technology International). Serial dilutions were
performed so as to achieve a 2.4 μM solution of fluorescein in PBS and a 24 μM solution
of rhodamine in PBS. For microscopic imaging, a 5 μL drop of solution was placed on a
25 mm round glass coverslip mounted in an Attofluor Cell Chamber (ThermoFisher
Scientific) and the cell chamber placed on the microscope stage. Spectral data were
acquired using both systems with their respective acquisition parameters (Table 10.).

Table 10. Systems configurations for spectral detection
ExScHSICM SoS
Label
Concentration

PBS Buffer

700 µM

Acquisition System

System Settings

Inverted Ti Microscope
(Nikon Instruments)

iXon Life 888 Detector
(Andor)

Light Source: FU-15
Supercontinuum laser (NKT)

400 ms Exposure time

Plan Apo 20x
(Nikon Instruments)
Fluorescein

2.40 µM

Semrok FF01 – 496LP
EM Filter

Rhodamine

24 µM

Chroma 285420 – 490SP DM

Label
PBS Buffer

Concentration
700 µL

Fluorescein

2.4 µM

Spectrofluorometer System
Acquisition System
Quanta Master 40
(Photon Technology International)
Light Source: High power Xenon
arc lamp

Rhodamine

24 µM

Ex and Em Monochromators:
Czerny-Turner

λ: 400–490 nm (5 nm
increments)
0 Binning, 0 Offset,
0 averaging
Readout speed: 30MHz
Conversion gain: 2
System Settings
PMT Detector
0.1s Exposure time
Fluorescein λExcitation: 350 –
550
Rhodamine λExcitation: 350–600
(1 nm increments)
0 Binning, 0 Offset,
3 averaging
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6.4.4 Spectral Discrimination Capabilities Assessment
The capability for spectral discrimination was evaluated on three platforms (Table
11) using a sample of fluorescently labeled polystyrene microspheres, each microsphere
with a single species of fluorescent label and a mixture of 9 different types (species) of
microspheres prepared onto a single microscope slide.

Table 11. SPHEROTM fluorescent microparticles catalog #FPMAS-30M9 Lot #AJ01
acquisition settings specifications for three microscope platform configurations
Component /
Parameter

ExScHSICM SoS

TFTF-based System

Em-scanning
Confocal System

Microscope

Inverted Ti
(Nikon Instruments, Inc)

Inverted TE-2000-U
(Nikon Instruments, Inc)

Spectral confocal
LSM 980 (Zeiss)

FU-15 Supercontinuum
laser (NKT)
400 – 490 nm,
5 nm increments

Xe Arc Lamp
(Sutter Instruments)
360 – 495 nm,
5 nm increments

Objective

Plan Apo λ 20X/0.75 NA

Plan Apo λ 20X/0.75 NA

Detector

iXon Life 888 Detector
(Andor Technology Ltd)

Prime 95B sCMOS
Camera (Teledyne
Photometrics)

32 channel GaAsP
PMT (Zeiss)

Exposure / Pixel
Dwell time (PDT)

25 ms exposure time

50 ms exposure time

1.143 PDT

Bit Depth
Binning
Averaging

16-bit
1x2
1

16-bit
1x2
1

Light Source
Excitation λ

Laser (Zeiss)
405 at 10%
488 nm at 2%
Plan Apo
20X/0.8M27

16-bit
1x2
1
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6.5 Feasibility Testing Results Discussion and Conclusions

6.5.1 System Sensitivity
For this scenario, we are simply measuring here is the spectral response and
whether it matches that of an industry standard (the spectrofluorometer). Image data
acquired from ExScHSICM and spectrofluorometer platforms was plotted (Figure 29) to
assess the spectral detection capabilities of ExScHSICM. The spectral response for the
excitation-scanning spectral imaging spinning disk microscope was validated by
measuring dilutions of fluorescein and rhodamine and comparing to measurements made
using an industry-standard QuantaMaster 40 spectrofluorimeter (Photon Technology
International). Results indicated that spectra from fluorescein are similar between both
instruments and that spectra from rhodamine also appear similar, although a wide enough
scan range was not available on the prototype system to allow scanning of the full
rhodamine spectrum. Installation of a longer wavelength cutoff dichroic beam splitter and
further experiments are needed to assess the spectral response over the full excitation
spectral range of rhodamine.
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Figure 29. Normalized spectral signatures for rhodamine (top) and fluoresceine (bottom)
for data acquired from both ExScHSICM SoS and Spectrofluorometer platforms.

6.5.2 Spectral Discrimination Capabilities Assessment
The sample selected for this assessment was a particle bead slide contained nine
labels that was prepared by Spherotech. As the prototype system only allowed an excitation spectral scan range of 400-490 nm, only the fluorescent labels with appreciable
excitation spectra within this range were considered (Light Yellow, Yellow, and Nile
red). “Instrument-specific spectral libraries were constructed by measuring regions of
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interest corresponding to single particles and extracting the pixel-averaged spectrum from
each region. Regions with different spectral curves were assumed to correspond to
particles with different fluorescent labels and the extracted spectra of each unique label
was saved to a spectral library (Figure 30). Libraries were used to perform linear
unmixing where unmixed endmember images were false-colored and merged for
visualization (Figure 31).
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Figure 30. Instrument-specific spectral libraries were constructed from selected regions of
interest and used for linear spectral unmixing. Libraries for ExScHSICM and HIFEX
displayed similar signatures since both systems are excitation based while signatures for
labels imaged on the Zeiss platform which is emission based.
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Figure 31. Spectral image data were unmixed and visualized as false colored (FC) images
for Light Yellow (false colored as green), Yellow (false colored as yellow), and Nile Red
(false colored as red). False colored labels for ExScHSICM (a-c), HIFEX system (e-g), and
Zeiss system (i-k) were respectively merged for visualization (d, h, l). Lookup tables were
the same for all images.

6.6 Conclusions and Future work
Hyperspectral imaging holds great potential for providing multilabel and
multiplexed capabilities for the fluorescence microscopy field. Here, we have provided
an initial evaluation of a conceptual design that would combine HSI capabilities with a
high-speed spinning disk confocal microscope through high-level MBSE diagrams and
systems thinking methods. Conceptual systems design and early prototype feasibility
results demonstrate successful early system integration to create this SoS and showed
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promising potential for full SoS integration (pending software development). We have
also performed initial evaluation to assess the system’s spectral response and the ability
to detect multiple spectral signatures. Experimental testing results demonstrate that the
system was able to detect and discriminate spectral signatures present within the
excitation filter parameters. Future work will include software development to merge
NKT systems with Nikon Elements software, further validation of systems spectral
discrimination response through sensitivity and specificity analysis and finally, further
validation of the platform’s performance for enabling highspeed spectral imaging. If
successful, we anticipate that a fully functioning system would provide both high
sensitivity, high speed imaging capabilities, and a spectral range of 410-560 nm, allowing
detection of many fluorescent labels simultaneously. Once commissioned, future
experimental studies will focus on evaluating the high-speed spectral imaging capabilities
of the system for dynamic measurements of second messenger signals, such as Ca 2+ and
cAMP, and for measurements of other dynamic cellular physiological events.
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CHAPTER VII: MANUSCRIPT PORTFOLIO SUMMARY AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

Over three decades ago, NASA developed hyperspectral imaging to better
understand and classify Earth’s surface. Since then, NASA has continued to enhance HSI
where this brilliant concept (HSI) transforms reflected light into the magical pictures we
see today of planets, galaxies, and stars. Implementation of HSI for remote sensing use
the sun as a light source and captures light reflected off Earth (Figure 32). That same
concept has shown value in fluorescence microscopy. In both worlds, (space and
microscopy) HSI has enhanced researcher’s ability to study and understand their desired
target. Both fields utilize a light source to excite their target, and through the use of
filters, sensors and highspeed detectors, reflected light is collected and spectral data are
analyzed. For space, this means more magical pictures, better understanding of our
plants, galaxy, and universe. For microscopy, this means better understanding of dynamic
interactions and signals occurring in the human body to better understand, diagnose and
treat diseases. Improvements of SNR are vital the deeper we explore space, as well as the
deeper we explore molecular structures.
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Figure 32. Simplified illustration of HSI process as it applies to remote sensing (left) and
microscopy (right)

In this dissertation, systems thinking and systems engineering approaches were
used to perform early feasibility testing of two novel optical approaches for microscopy
hyperspectral imaging microscopy. These approaches were studied to determine their
feasibility in enhancing SNR in comparison to current emission scanning microscopes.
Quantitative understanding of functions and interactions in biological systems relies
heavily on the researcher’s ability to observe processes occurring at a molecular level.
The ability to better grasp complexities present within biological systems may allow us to
better determine molecular composition of samples, and measure kinetics of interactions
between dynamic signals (such as interactions between Ca 2+ and cAMP signals
mentioned in Chapters II and V). While there have been various developments and
improvements to fluorescence microscopes, imaging systems available today still lack
technological capabilities that allow the imaging cells of many molecular targets within at
a molecular level without damaging the sample, thus creating a need for high-sensitivity,
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multiplexed, and high-speed imaging approaches. In summation, specific contributions of
this research are:


Novel optical geometry optimization and theoretical testing, prototyping
and benchtop testing of LED-based SoS. Through benchtop testing, new
constraints were identified (discussed below), highlighting the need for
further development to decrease acquisition times.



Importance of proper thresholding and theoretical sensitivity methods In
examining how to best analyze or process HSI data



Integration of a supercontinuum laser to a confocal microscope-based SoS
for excitation-scanning microscopy.



SoSs setup and end to end integration.



Model based systems engineering to maintain a high level view of the
SoSs, their stakeholders, interfaces, and complexities.

Chapter IV presented a first approach in developing a potential solution for the
technological limitations discussed throughout this dissertation by minimizing light
losses associated with filtering methods and acquisition times constrained by mechanical
filters switching speeds. The approach proposed a novel optical geometry that
implemented a multifaceted mirror array and wavelength specific LEDs to omit the need
for emission filtering by using excitation-scanning methods that allow detection of the
entire fluorescence emission in a single channel in order to increase SNR. Concept
prototype development, integration, and feasibility testing were successfully performed
through incorporating a LED-based spectral light source. The prototype system
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wavelength switching times present in mechanically-tuned filters. While the LED-based
excitation-scanning prototype was successfully implemented and demonstrated
significantly decreased wavelength switching times from 250 ms to 10-20 μs by
eliminating the need for mechanically tuned filers, a new constraint was discovered. LED
total transmission at the microscope stage was significantly low and resulted in a
significant increase to acquisition times to obtain sufficient SNR. Thus, eliminating
wavelength switching time of mechanically tuned filters alone was not sufficient to
improve the HIFEX system. Further improvements in optical power output and total
transmission present at the microscope stage are required to provide increased
illumination power, increase LED transmission to the sample, eliminate the need for
increasing acquisition time and allow highspeed imaging with adequate SNR. Future
work to successfully implement this approach should also examine the significant light
losses present within the optical path and evaluating the option for simultaneous
illumination of multiple LEDs of the same wavelength to increase illumination power at
the microscope stage. For example, would simultaneously illuminating two or more
LEDs of the same wavelength result in a significant increase in optical power at the
samples? More in depth studies of commercially available lenses for enhanced light
collimation, and the benefits placing additional lenses along the optical path should also
be considered
As described in Chapter IV imaging analysis methods were used to correct the
acquired spectral images and perform non-negatively constrained linear unmixing
spectral unmixing. An application-focused evaluation of imaging analysis methods and
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algorithms was described in Chapter V for the scenario of studying dynamic second
messenger signals. Effectiveness of several common spectral image analysis methods
was evaluated when applied to excitation-scanning HSI data was compared and an
expanded framework to allow filtering of unmixed endmember pixels in order to
emphasize measurements from pixels with sufficient signal strength was introduced.
Results demonstrate that when properly applied to excitation-scanning HSI data,
thresholding techniques may improve dynamic signal detection in assays constrained by
high cellular autofluorescence or low SNR.
A second excitation-scanning HSI prototype concept was introduced in Chapter
VI to extend this HSI approach to a confocal microscope platform and a high level
MBSE and systems thinking approach was used to introduce early feasibility studies.
This system utilized a broad-band supercontinuum laser light source to achieve
excitation-scanning hyperspectral imaging. Systems engineering approaches were used to
identify the need for technological improvement, a proposed solution, a high level view
of the architecture of the main integrated systems, and early stage performance. Prototype
testing results indicated that the spectral response could be calibrated to a standardized
target signature. Future work in validating this approach should include short-term plans
to integrate the system using software interfaces. In addition, more detailed spectral
discrimination studies are required to assess system performance. Imaging multilabeled
slides (7 or more labels) with known label spectral for endmember identification could be
used to determine the spectral discrimination capabilities of this platform. The goal of
this work is to enable highspeed, multilabel studies, therefor I recommended that when
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characterizing the ExScHSICM SoS, imaging methods and thresholding techniques
presented in Chapter V be applied to determine which analysis algorithm is best utilized
for specific assays, in order to achieve optimal results when analyzing data. Mid-to-longterm future work should assess system capabilities and performance for achieving
spectral imaging speeds that would allow for live-cell multilabel measurements in cell
and tissue specimens.
The use of systems engineering approaches can mitigate risk and ensure success
in the design of complex systems. For future work related to this dissertation, two aspects
of systems engineering may be especially helpful. The first would be to develop a
complete MBSE model that would allow enhanced understanding of system performance
and functional requirements, complexities present within the system and interfaces. This
will also aid in in considering a holistic view that ensures the developed architecture
encompasses all characteristics of the system at hand, while taking into account possible
influences and effects of anything that might interact with the system. The second
systems engineering aspect that would be helpful would be to develop a detailed concept
of operations (ConOps) that would provide high-level function-to-form mapping of the
system to concisely communicate the vision of the system to guide requirements
development. Elements that would be described in the ConOps include how the system
will be operated to meet stakeholder expectations, clear explanation of the system’s
operational characteristics and purpose, and illustrated use-case scenarios for the
system’s intended use. The use of these systems engineering practices will be beneficial
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to understand complexities, gain better knowledge of the system, and produce the highest
quality solutions for future development.
HSI has played a valuable role in a world where humankind has defied
expectations in space exploration and disease diagnosis. Still, there are many more
galaxies to discover, and diseases to understand if we are to build a better future, whether
it is here on earth, or on a distant planet. Nevertheless, a Accurate and improved target
detection is vital to the success of both.
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